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The ever shrinking canvas

by MARIO R. GARCÍA

Design
It’s an ever shrinking canvas designers have to work with. In my four-

decade career, I have seen the trend for downsizing that canvas starting in the
1980s.

Remember when most newspapers globally were in a broadsheet format?
Yes, those giant 8 or more column pages which could accommodate 20 or
more headlines and photos, allowing readers to move their eyes from one
headline to the other, usually for about 35 seconds or longer. I always equated
this experience as what we do at a Sunday brunch buffet, where we grab our
plate and keep it close to our chest, still empty, while sampling all that the
chef has set out for us to enjoy. Of course, we never eat all that is on display
at a Sunday brunch. We choose and pick, and, eventually, fill our plate and
satisfy our appetite. But the world of storytelling started shrinking its canvas
around the 1980s, with many newspapers opting for the “tabloid” format.

I know that tabloid has a negative connotation associated with
downmarket newspapers. However, in terms of newspaper formats, tabloid
refers to a smaller sheet, usually about four to five columns, shorter, easier to
manage. Europe was first to move tabloid, with most major titles doing so.

I remember the furor when I was invited to convert the European and
Asian edition of The Wall Street Journal to tabloid. In countries like Spain
and Sweden, the move to tabloid was swift and full of meaning. Most Spanish
newspapers converted to tabloid formats immediately following the end of the
Franco dictatorship era in the late 1970s: a rebellion against all that was,
including those huge 10-column newspapers. In Sweden, on October 5, 2004,
all newspapers orchestrated a “national day of converting to tabs”. All in all,
I have personally been involved with the change of format of 22 newspapers
worldwide, and still doing so today. Adapting content to a smaller canvas
continued in the early 1990s when newspapers began to bring their products
to online editions. The small page of the tabloid gave way to an even smaller
canvas: the screen of the desktop. Then around 2011 we were reading on
iPads and other tablets, another reduction of size, but with more interesting



visual challenges for designers. Suddenly, we were not only designing for the
brain and for the eyes, but also for the finger. It was the start of this new
tactile revolution.

Readers did not simply wish to read, they wanted to touch the screen and
see something happen. Remember all those pop-ups of the early days of the
iPad? I advised editors and designers to make sure they kept the finger happy
then. I still do so when it comes to the screen of the smartphone.

It is not just that the canvas in which we are creating many of our design
concepts is small, but that some of the things that we as designers are
obsessed with are no longer of importance, or it is impossible to transfer them
from one platform to the other.

For example, many of us were trained to write headlines that are direct,
carry the message of the story and do not split infinitives at the end of a line,
or, worse yet, include dangling prepositions. Oh, how I punished my
Columbia University students every time their assignments turned up with
these violations, only to be reminded by my young teaching assistant that
perhaps the students did it right, but in responsive design compositions things
tend to go to hell, including perfectly written headlines. Perfectly identical
design -and headlines-across browsers and platforms is unrealistic, if not
impossible.

Design, the user experience
Today we design news for mobile consumption, working with the smallest

canvas of all. Here lies the challenge -and the enormous possibilities.



First, the same design essentials that affect what we do on any platform
apply here: the creation of solid story structures, consistent grids, legible and
attractive typography, a color palette that is appropriate to the product and its
content. But we must consider another essential: the design of a functional and
pleasant user experience. Today’s designer/art director must understand the
principles of good information architecture and user experience.

I believe that when it comes to mobile, an effective user experience, with
ease of navigation—how a user moves—may be even more important than the
aesthetics of the app or site. When we design for mobile we must be
conscious of the fact that users value familiarity with the news and
information products they sample on their phone. Remember that an average
user may come to her phone almost 100 or more times in a day.

That is the reason that templates do so well with mobile products.



When we design a newspaper or a magazine, we also create style guides
and templates, but the formula there is usually 60% formula (templates) and
40% surprise (the visual delights that a good art director brings to the page—
that photo or illustration selected to illustrate the story, the special treatment
with type, the colors). In mobile design, I figure that this equation is more like
80% formula and 20% surprise. The surprises are usually going to be the
stories.

So, I spend considerable time creating templates. It does not mean that our
creativity is curtailed. Quite the contrary, building good and workable
templates for better linear storytelling, for example, is a creative process. I
have created as many as 15 templates for some of my clients, some of which
we will share with you here. Templates may range from a basic breaking
news one: What we Know, What we Don’t, to a more elaborate one, such as
one to accommodate an investigative report or show with graphics and videos
how an event took place.

Creating storyboards
Indeed, the mobile art director needs to remember that while mobile is not

like television, radio, newspapers/magazines or film, it does have elements of
all. An ideal art director for mobile knows how to handle audio, motion, and
understands that, in terms of layout, the experience is like that of creating a
storyboard for a film.

The designer of today is not going to be working on one medium only. In
fact, what is becoming popular in many of the larger media houses is to have a
design director who is in charge of the design and look of all the products
created there, including being the guardian of the branding elements and how
they are used across platforms.

Indeed, the book you are reading has been created with a series of
vignettes or “scenes” inspired by storyboards, exactly as a film director
would do. Both, the film and the mobile tell stories.

This is all very exciting and I never forget that the simple mission of
highlighting content, the story, has not changed from my first day as a
journalist. Our goal is still to encourage reading, to seduce those readers who
move through the paces quite rapidly to stop and take notice of that one
special story.



I also believe that the role of journalistic design is like that of a symphony
piece. There must be violins and trombones. There must be moments of pure
adagio (perhaps where an elegant serif font and white space carry you all the
way to heaven), but also staccatos (where snippets and small chunks of
information -the succulent tapas- tie you over till your next five-course meal-
the big paella).

We don’t need to decide that all needs to be brief. People, including
millennials, enjoy reading long narratives and on their cellphones. Indeed,
users spend more time with longer articles than with shorter ones on
smartphones, especially on weekends, but this may be because editors save
those longer pieces for the weekend.

All that is new but isn’t
While we have come such a long way visually, and there is so much that

we as designers can accomplish working across platforms, and, particularly,
with the small screen of an iPhone , it is interesting and perhaps ironic to note
that some of the strategies that work extremely well with mobile first may not
be so new after all.

Take the Instagram approach to a photo and a few lines of type, that
winning combination that youngsters, particularly, seem to enjoy. That was
what the iconic LIFE Magazine did as early as 1939, with fantastic display of
photos where the photographer would be given the opportunity to write the
caption for his/her own photograph. Readers could flip through the pages of
LIFE , be informed and entertained, and never read a long narrative. In
contemporary terms this takes place today with another iconic magazine,
Paris Match , published in France. I am honored to continue to be a
consultant to PM and we have actually fine tuned and improved the strategy of
photos played large with short 10-line captions. Paris Match has celebrated
its 70th birthday, and its readers still love it. Of course, there is also the
Snapchat version, for the new generation.

Designers and art directors today must design the smallest particles of
stories produced, such as push notifications. It is through those that many
stories first get published. Short three or four liners that flesh out a story.
New? Not quite. The Wall Street Journal has been fleshing out stories and
producing 3-deck headlines for at least 87 years.



“Engagement” is the new term of the moment. But the great achievement of
YOUR designs was a kind of engagement that made readers READ the
newspapers you served (1) more often and (2) for longer periods of time,
which converted those readers into “customers” who purchased the editions at
the newsstand, or the newspaper’s subscriptions, or even the products
advertised alongside the stories the growing readership were (now) actually
reading—all the while gathering their news of the (previous) day.

The purpose of all those strategies has always been to create engagement-
a word that is a tad overused in newsrooms today.

I prefer to think that I have engaged readers to enjoy stories. A student
doing a graduate thesis about my work years ago stunned me when he told me
that “more than 200 million people wake up to a newspaper you have
designed, sir.” I am honored and I hope that those newspapers and their design
did more than simply engage them. If those newspapers became essential in
the lives of those readers, and if they enjoy the experience of sitting down to
read the stories, then my work has been done.

When I think of my current projects, all of them digital, and the number of
users who now come to get news and information on their mobile devices,
which according to a Pew Research Center survey is more than eight-in-ten
U.S. adults (85%), compared with 72% just a year ago and slightly more than
half in 2013 (54%), I become aware of the responsibility that we have as
editors and designers for the way we present information, the precision with
which we update stories as needed, the strategies for promoting content and
the various storytelling strategies to serve those users well.



The role of design and designers has never been
more vital. The challenge of designing for the smallest
canvas is part of what makes the work of the designer
so interesting today.







IT WAS 2016 AND I REMEMBER THIS
MOMENT ONE MORNING WHILE
COMMUTING ON THE SUBWAY IN NEW
YORK, TRAIN 1, TO COLUMBIA
UNIVERSITY TO TEACH MY CLASS.



Iwanted to get to my website and remove the term “designer” from any
description of what I do. Not that there is any shame in being a designer,
of course. I am proud of how the term “newspaper designer” has been
almost a permanent part of my name for decades. Except that then, it

truly described what I did -although I have always preferred to call myself a
visual journalist.



No longer just a “designer”
That morning while riding the train, my backpack resting on my lap while
three musicians serenated, my thoughts were far away from the music and the
commuting crowd: I was coming to terms with the new definition of design
and the best description to apply to those who do “design” in the journalistic
sense. My goal is that this book will lead others to reconsider what they do
today and how their jobs have changed.

The job of the visual storyteller
When we design for a newspaper or magazine -and if the intention of our
work is to appear on the screen of a mobile device- we become visual
storytellers. Indeed, some of you may ask me: Weren’t we always storytellers
as we created infographics to help explain the content of stories, or when we
chose a certain photo or illustration that would make the story clearer and
more inviting for the reader?

Today we work in collaborations
Of course, there was always visual storytelling in the work of editorial
designers. The difference is that the design elements that we brought into a
page were always an accessory to the story. The reporter wrote the story. The
editor read it to edit it. The designer would come in, often at the tail end of
the process, to get the so called “art” to accompany the piece. Today’s visual
storyteller works with teams. The visual thinking starts when the story is first
conceived.



My new definition of designer is one that involves an even greater
collaboration between journalist and designer. I prefer to use the term
visual storyteller, as that is what we are basically doing these days.



Note–
Today’s visual storyteller is aware that the WED concept (the
marriage of Writing/Editing/Design) has never been more important.



Note–
It’s a multiplatform world: The visual storyteller must understand the
differences that exist among various platforms. How we consume a story
online (on our laptop) is not how we do it on the smallest screen of a
smartphone, where the impact must come faster!



Designing for all the senses
When we design for print we design for the brain and the eye, and the
connections that take place between them. When we now design for mobile,
we also design for the ears, and, most importantly, for the finger.

How can we use video and audio to engage the readers and enhance the
content of the story? If we can hear it, if we can see it, if there is motion,
consumption of information on the small screen is a more engaging
experience.



Note–
The new multiplatform visual storyteller understands how stories are
composed, how seductive headlines are written , and how stories
flow on the smallest screen of all. He keeps up with new modes of
storytelling.





Joe Zeff
We chat with Joe, of Joe Zeff Design, an innovator who blends the
latest technology, with new modes of storytelling, including Augmented
Reality, all rooted in his experience as a designer for major newspapers
and magazines.



1. What’s to come?
“Storytelling continues to evolve, powered by faster download speeds
and more capable processors.... we design for the finger and, or more
specifically the thumb, when we prioritize phones over tablets, but that’s
changing quickly. Your mobile device responds just as intuitively to
movement and direction as it does to taps and swipes.”



2. How storytelling will evolve?
“We can deliver stories that change based on who you are, where you
are, and what you see through your camera. We can show you what’s
behind a wall, place virtual labels on a complicated object or scene,
and place digital objects directly on the floor or table in front of you,
hidden from plain sight but viewable from every angle. More than ever,
storytelling is contextual, delivering the right information at the right
time.”



3. What’s about the audience and the story?
“It is happening today, new forms of storytelling that are rapidly
changing the way people learn, work and play. With print, we designed
for the brain and eye. With mobile, we added ears and fingers. The next
generation of storytelling crosses boundaries in ways never before
possible, ceding control to the audience to make each story their own.”



4. This is not science fiction!
“Microsoft’s newest HoloLens attempts to replace the handheld device
with a headset to deliver storytelling experiences that require no fingers
at all. It seems inevitable that headsets will get smaller and smaller,
perhaps as compact as a contact lens, or perhaps superceded entirely by
projection mapping or holograms.”



The importance of templates
The new multiplatform visual storyteller works well with templates. In fact, I
recommend that most creative effort is put into creating versatile templates
that will yield consistent and attractive results through cohesiveness and
repetition of elements. I know that traditionally designers have not been very
keen on templates. “Don’t templates stifle creativity?” is a common question
in my workshops. Not at all. Templates create the springboard to creativity.

Familiarity thru repetitions
The new multiplatform visual storyteller accepts that in the world of mobile,
visual familiarity rates higher with users than “design surprises”. Let the
visual consistency invite us as we visit our constant companion phone
hundreds of times a day. Let the stories keep us coming back.

This, I know, takes time for the traditional designer to get accustomed to.
Starting with a blank canvas each time is simply not practical for mobile.

Think of a mini poster for each screen
The new multiplatform visual storyteller faces the challenge of working with
the smallest of canvases and thinks in terms of mini posters, of one visual
concept per screen. This is where I can see the visual storyteller flexing her
creative muscles. What can be more exciting than thinking visually big and
adapting it to the practically small?



Note–
Take a look on the next screen and see how the Brazilian artist Otávio
Roth used mini posters to tell a story that appears on display on the
walls of the United Nations in New York City.







Ultimately, the multiplatform visual storyteller collaborates with those
who are advancing the story. He knows that aesthetics, while important,
is not the top priority: the story is!



That’s why I call myself a visual storyteller.
The Story continues to be the reason we do all that we
do.







NO MATTER WHAT YOU WILL BE
DESIGNING, THESE ARE THE
IMPORTANT AREAS: STORY
STRUCTURES, GRIDS, TYPE, COLOR...



Every design project-from a church newsletter to your latest news
app-starts with consideration of what I refer to as the four
essentials: story structures, type, grids and color palette. Once a
designer assesses how she plans to use these essentials, the rest

becomes easier. Notice that I start with story structures, which is how we
present The Story. Stories are the reason readers come to us.



Note–
Today, however, we must add the one essential for all things digital: the
user experience. How easy is it for the reader to travel from section to
section?



Story structures
This represents the most journalistic element in the design process. It is how
we tell stories. It is the elements we create to support the creative input.
Stories come in categories, and it is the job of the designer to make sure that
each category has its own personality, to send signals to the readers: what is
the difference between a straight news story and a signed commentary or
column, for example? How do we tell photo stories?

Grids
Grids are the skeleton, the bones, on which we put the flesh that is all the
visual elements that are part of a story. Grids represent the architectural part
of a design: how space is utilized, whether it is columns, or the use of white
space, internal spacing between elements. Grids allow for consistency and
facilitate the job of the designer. Every design project begins with the
construction of a grid.

Typography
Most of what we see on the canvas of a page or screen is type. Indeed, we
come to read The Story . So, typography ranks among the most important
choices that designers make. Type must be easy to read, but also appropriate
for the publication and the content for which it is intended. We will see more
about type mood and the selection of type in one of the coming vignettes.

Color
The world is in color, and so are most of the designs that we will be
creating. Of course, black and white are always classic and elegant, but
readers like color. Color is one of the important essentials. The designer uses
color judiciously. In this book we have decided to work with black and red,
for example. Color relates to audience, culture, goals of a publication. The
creation of a color palette guides the process for how color will be used in
an app, a printed magazine or even a poster.



Note–
It is how a designer uses the essentials that constitute the totality of a
page or screen. That is why I have had some basic rules that I use to
evaluate my own work.



Three designer tips

Make it easy to find.

Make it easy to read.

Make it attractive.



Not only have the definition of design and the actual
tasks of the designer changed. In addition, we now
have data available each minute to inform us what
visual strategies work and which don’t. A win win.





THE KEY TO ANYTHING YOU DESIGN:
ACCOMMODATING THE STORY. THAT IS
WHAT STORY STRUCTURES DO. THE
JOURNALISTIC SIDE OF DESIGN.



W hen I start designing a publication, my first sketch is usually
going to be a story structure. This is how we catalog stories so
that they will have a presence that will immediately separate
news from commentary, features from interviews, photo stories

from graphic ones. Once we decide how we wish to create the story
structures, then we can go on to dress them up with type, for example.





What are some of the basic elements of a story structure?
Let’s take a look at all those elements that come together to help us move
through a story: the flashline (or label), the headline, the summary, the text, the
subheads, the quote. All of them help us understand content.
It is the role of the designer to create a style that will make each of the
elements stand out.







Note–
While basic story structures are inspired by the traditional print
models: headline, summary, text, we are beginning to see story
structures that perform well in mobile. Let’s take a look at these two
from Norway’s Aftenposten and from Axios .





When legacy gives way to progress
That is exactly what is happening when new products appear in the market
whose creators did not have to deal with the elephant in the room, with the
legacy rules that so often delay progress in the more traditional newspapers
and magazines. There are so many ways to tell stories, and, I must add, we are
beginning to see legacy titles such as The New York Times and The
Washington Post beginning to flex their muscles here.

Everyone is a storyteller
Everyone who has a phone in his pocket is, in a way, a storyteller, a
photographer, videographer, raconteur. This has changed the dynamics of who
reports breaking news such as accidents and disasters first, but also HOW
such events are reported. So, in a way, the entries that we make into social
media outlets are story structures at their most basic.



Paris Match Snapchat Discover



Snapchat
Here we have a highly visual way of presenting stories, credited with creating
the quote-unquote “story” format. Publications that wish to have a presence in
Snapchat , to appeal to the youngest set, adhere to visual story structures as
we will see in the examples that follow. I come to Snapchat to get inspiration
for how stories are told here.

Tip: usually one image per screen!

Snapchat: the 24-hour story
One of the features that made Snapchat popular with its very young target
audience was that it allowed its users to create stories, a collection of videos
and photos, add text, even drawings, but the story would last 24 hours, and
disappear. Then, by 2016, came Snapchat Discover, allowing major
newspapers and magazines to have a presence on Snapchat , thus introducing
iconic brands to a new audience.



Note–
While Snapchat has the allure for the young, Snapchat Discover offers
the same visual treats but with brand name newspapers and magazines
offering selected stories of the day, curated by editors and customized
especially for the young audiences that will, hopefully, consume them.



This is a basic story structure for mobile: Image, headline and summary. Works well.



Photo impact here with a headline over image, white type over black background.



Note–
Google’s AMP (Accelerated Mobile Pages) project came out with AMP
stories, a visual storytelling format for the open web.



AMP Stories – CNN



AMP Stories – USA Today



AMP Stories – CNN



Note–
We are seeing the development of story structures that accommodate
multimedia elements, and a more linear way of presenting the
information. Let’s take a look at some story structures that go beyond the
traditional hierarchy of headline/summary/text.



BREAKING NEWS EXPLAINER
Explaining is what this type of storytelling is about, and much
appreciated by readers, especially with subheads such as: Why it
matters!





CINEMATOGRAPHIC ESSAY
Here the inspiration comes from film and how scenes in a movie are
arranged.





THE WHATSAPP-STYLE CONVERSATION
The chat as inspiration. Show and tell the way we do it daily in our
text communications.





Storytelling for the small screen
Among the most innovative story structures for mobile are the ones created by
the Norwegian daily, Aftenposten . The idea is to use graphics to tell stories
that are amplified later elsewhere, but as you see here, you can tell even the
most complex stories on three screens –sort of 1-2-3. Take a look.



Can we explain how climate change affects the wildlife in Norway – on a
mobile screen?



The graphics tell the story, one screen at a time.



These are teasers or “trailers” to the major story coming up on the subject.
Tapas before the main meal.



Create a bag of storytelling tools
I never saw as much experimentation with storytelling as now with the fast
evolution of mobile as our favorite platform for news and information. There
are no limits—nor barriers—for how a story can be told. The basic headline,
summary, text is only one way to do it. Sometimes visual assets are the
“lead”. We must learn from how we chat with others via ordinary
communications and see how much of that we can apply to our own mobile
storytelling.



Mobile platforms allow the writer/designer to create
new story structures suitable for the way we
communicate using our phones.





GRIDS PROVIDE US WITH THE WAY TO
USE SPACE AND DISTANCE WITHIN THE
CANVAS OF WHATEVER WE DESIGN—
INCLUDING THE SMALL SCREEN OF A
SMARTPHONE.



In the creation of grids, the designer turns architect. Grids can be defined
as the physical space in which we incorporate columns or allocate space
for the placement of the elements that go into story structures and visual
assets. Grids have horizontal and vertical areas. Horizontally, the grids

allow for us to allocate space between elements, such as between lines of a
headline, headlines and text, text and visual assets.



How a grid looks. Take a look at how the grid of a website looks.



The use of internal space in a grid moves both vertically and horizontally.



Note–
How to use space. There are some essentials of design that apply when
putting elements on a grid.



1.CVI
First create a center of visual impact (CVI), a concept that I have utilized in
my work since the 1970s. The CVI is that one element on the screen that is
about 3 times bigger than anything else on the page.

2.Contrast
Create contrast and proportion. It is better to go from large to small, than
small to large.





From large to small



No! Don’t do it
From small to large



Remember that on the small screen of the telephone, less is best.
Sometimes only one visual element has more impact than many.
However, if two elements are used, let one be the dominant CVI.



Mondrian inspiration
I am often inspired by the many grid combinations that we see in the work of
the Dutch artist, Piet Mondrian (1872-1944), whose abstract art became
solely devoted to gometric shapes. I often flip through the pages of a
Mondrian book and find solutions for grids, both for digital and print.





La Presse +
The newspaper tablet edition in Montreal, Canada, follows what looks like
Mondrian patterns in its design. It provides for modules that organize how we
navigate the screen. La Presse+ provides designers with great examples
across all the design essentials, including typography and color. La Presse+
appears only as a tablet edition, and it stopped its print edition January 1,
2016, ending a 131-year daily publication record.



The design of La Presse+ Take a look at the tablet edition



How the eyes move on a phone screen
We mentioned that when you design for mobile, you design for the brain, the
eye, and the finger. When allocating space for elements on the screen, we must
remember that the finger is going to play a role. The finger lands and touches
the screen. So, the first rule that applies to anything we design is essential
when placing elements on the screen of a mobile phone: create your Center of
Visual Impact, an element at least 3 times bigger than anything else on that
screen.



Note–
After that, we must turn our attention to the only EyeTrack study that has
been conducted exclusively for how readers read news on a smartphone.



EyeTrack and mobile reading
The study, by Dr. Christian Fortanet , of the University of Alicante , Spain,
used the Spanish newspaper El Pais for testing. I was honored to be part of
the faculty participating in Dr. Fortanet’s doctoral dissertation defense, the
only one of its kind to date.

Title : Eyetracking: Experimental study of news consumption on
smartphones. Case study: El Pais Digital

EyeTrack studies
EyeTrack has become a reliable method to test how readers consume news.
How eyes move on a page or screen give us clues about how the placement
hierarchy we create news truly works. I have used EyeTrack research since
1991 at The Poynter Institute with Dr. Pegie Stark . That first study was
about the impact of color on newspapers. We teamed up again for EyeTrack
for online reading (2007). Then in 2012, with Sara Quinn, to test how eyes
moved on tablet screens.





Note–
For purposes of his study, Dr. Fortanet has divided the entire home page
of El Pais Digital into four units.

See units on next page



Home screen



Content is king
If there is one theme that has resonated with the EyeTrack Research we have
done at Poynter for print, online and tablets, and the new Fortanet research
with smartphones, it is that content is king and that the content of the story is a
greater determinant of how the reader will see it than the actual positioning.

The eyes center on left of screen
Fortanet’s study seems to corroborate what we had read in the recent book,
Designing for Touch by Josh Clark , that, indeed, it is the left hand side of
the screen where the eyes go first. Fortanet clarifies that most of the subjects
in his study were right handed and thus their thumb would usually be covering
the right hand side of the screen, thus the prominence of the left side for initial
visual impact.







More text reading than anticipated
“Here we see the eye fixed positions and visual takeouts for how the users
moved on the screen. We observe that there is more time reading text than
that spent on the image. It is interesting to know that users read more than
we had anticipated, and pay less attention to images than expected. This is
a relevant fact of my investigation and that journalists of the 21st century
should know. Keep writing, please.”

Let’s limit the number of news items on each screen
“Today there seem to be too many news items on the home screen for
mobiles: dear editors from around the digital world, return to editorial
decision making. I still remember the debates in those front page
conferences, each section fighting to have its one news item prominently
displayed on the front page. We must return to offer criteria and not just put
all the news of the day on the homepage. Here’s how a wall of my office
looked with an endless list of news on a single homepage, see how it climbs
to the ceiling.”





The left side of the mobile screen is where the action begins
“Yes, ladies and gentlemen, content is king, and let’s also remember that:
the left hand side of the screen is dominant according to the natural
behavior of the user which originates there. That is what my research has
revealed via quantitative eye track. Why this? It is not important. How will
you use this information? The benefit of legibility and comfort to the user
are what matters.”







What the eye skips
I am not surprised at all about this next finding: when approaching the home
page of El Pais Digital , the eyes did not dwell much on the logo or the
banner ad that followed it. Instead, the readers went immediately to the
content. It is interesting to note that readers come straight to the screen looking
for certain specific content and seek it first and then go to it, regardless of
where it is placed on the screen.

Main story attracts the attention
The logo of the site barely gets any attention, which makes sense since the
logo is familiar and well known. Same thing applies to the digital folio, time a
story was posted, etc. The majority of the fixations go for the main news story
on the screen. This, of course, also validates our point about creating a center
of visual impact on the screen, that sets the hierarchy for where the eye should
go first.



Conclusion: we now have proof that when it comes
to touch, it is all about scrolling as a preference,
boosting our efforts to concentrate on linear, more
visual storytelling.





IT IS ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT
DECISIONS THE DESIGNER WILL MAKE:
CHOOSING A FONT THAT WILL ALLOW
FOR THE MOST LEGIBILITY.



M ost of what we see on the screen is going to be type. From the
smallest flashline to a byline, headline, text, quotes, numbers on
infographics, it is all about type. That is why this is the primary
concern of a designer creating a type palette for her new digital

product. Also, for the designer working in a multiplatform environment, it is
best to choose a font that works well across all platforms.



“Having a typeface that is only relevant in one medium is like having a
car that can only turn left.”

Tobias Frere-Jones, Frere-Jones Type



80%
of what appears on the screen is going to be type. Sometimes less, of course,
but overall, the job of the designer is to make sure that the fonts selected are
legible.



Type familiarity
While readers may not be able to name the typographic font used on their
favorite website or app, they are likely to recognize it if shown along with
various fonts. We become familiar with the style of letters used in those titles
that we come to daily. For example, The New York Times uses such
distinctives fonts, which extend across platforms, that readers would be able
to identify the Times even if logos were removed.





Note–
Let us take a look at how The Wall Street Journal kept the familiar look
of its 130-year-old brand to bring it to its newest creation: the iOS App
redesign.



It all starts with the font
However, notice in the following screens, how not just the font, but also those
other design elements that have made the WSJ such a visual icon among
financial publications, have been taken to the app. The WSJ team, headed by
Che Douglas , then creative director, worked with Type Network and Frere-
Jones Type to recut the newspaper’s heritage typefaces for its digital
products. Brand recognition comes via the fonts: Escrow, Exchange, Retina.









Note–
When we think about the style of letters that work best on the small
canvas of the screen, these are some of the questions that are worth
exploring.



Serif versus sans serif
This is such a universal question. As designers we often complete prototypes
with both serif and sans serif styles. The serifs with their decorative flair
provide elegance and lend a look of “authority”. The skeletal sans serifs are
minimalist and easier to read from a distance. In the end, the choice should be
one made in terms of the image a publication wishes to convey, and, of
course, content appropriateness.

How many fonts is too many?
Too many fonts mixed as part of one same product can be dangerous. Select a
key typeface that will be the starting point of the palette. Decide which role it
plays in the design. Lead headlines? Banner headlines and accents? Text? The
story structure and type.

And consider the tone the key typeface sets. Once you have decided on a lead
font, then make sure that any additional fonts harmonize with your chosen one.

Hoefler: an interesting view on font mixing
I was fascinated by a piece written by Jonathan Hoefler , the type designer,
in which he reminds us that designers are trained to believe that similar
typefaces should never be used together. But, he writes, “breaking this
cardinal rule can sometimes be the perfect way to create ordered, elegant
typography.” And he shows us his theory through examples such as this
combination of Quarto and Mercury .



Two Dutch Old Style typefaces, Quarto and Mercury.



Hoefler: similar fonts that work well together
As we see on the next screen, Quarto and Mercury are allowed to shine doing
what they can do best. Says Hoefler : “...each is free to assume the role for
which it’s best qualified. Quarto is a display face, with the snug fit, delicate
hairlines, and discreet serifs recommended it specifically to certain headline
sizes. The Mercury family contains two kinds of faces for smaller sizes, each
with the generous fit, thicker hairlines, and clearer gestures necessary for
reproduction at text sizes.”



Quarto and Mercury SSm used together for Not to scale, in a design by She
was only.





Note–
Type designer Jonathan Hoefler , of Hoefler & Co. has plenty to
recommend when it comes to type and its use on the small screen. In fact,
he has provided 51 typographic tips for mobile design. We have picked
10 that hit the spot on that phone screen!



Fonts: Sentinel, Sentinel ScreenMart

The use of multipurpose fonts
And a good tip to bleed content off the edge to signal to users that scrolling

will take you to more content.



Font: Operator Complete, Operator ScreenSmart Basic

The use of extreme weights
Add “more personality.”



Font: Forza ScreenSmart

Match the character of the typeface to the content
...and “place popular options at the bottom of the list, closest to the user’s

thumb.”



Font: Surveyor ScreenSmart Basic, Whitney ScreenSmart Pro

Type and color
If the design calls for low contrast colors and a serif typeface, choose the

font style with the thickest hairlines.



Font: Mercury Display, Mercury ScreenSmart Basic, Gotham 2

Using one font for all
Use display for headlines and text version for text.



Font: Gothan Narrow ScreenSmart, Tungsten Rounded

When to go condensed
Condensed faces give information prominence on small screen.



Font: Operator ScreenSmart Pro

Oh, those wonderful italics
Cursive italics subtly introduce a more conversational tone into app

messaging.



Font: Chronicle ScreenSmart Basic

If you must go small with type
When you go small and when setting unjustified type!



Fonts: Tungsten Rounded, Whitney ScreenSmart Pro, Mercury ScreenSmart
Pro

Ouch! Going compressed
A natural candidate for headlines that will potentially run long.



Font: Quarto, Whitney ScreenSmart Advanced

When going big with type
For those type attacks.



Creating hierarchy
When trying to define story structures, start by making one change at a time.
Two or three changes is often what works, but sometimes just changing the
point size or weight is enough.
The fewest changes from one style to another is probably the most effective,
since it will keep the design cohesive. Take a look at the basic hierarchy that
we should go after.





Alignment
Your type can be aligned to the left, to the right or centered. Most of the time,
left alignment works best for your mobile screen. We already know that the
eye looks on the left of the screen first. However, when we superimpose
headlines over images or video, centering the headline can have greater
impact, as we see here.





Background color
Once upon a time, designers who work in print had very individual opinions
and concerns about those blocks that used white type over a black
background, also referred to as “wobs”. Issues of print quality could justify
some of those concerns. That’s something we don’t have to worry about with
digital platforms.



Note–
So, how should we handle backgrounds? Is black type on a white
background always the best? How about the dramatic black background
with white letters on it? In mobile, without worries about printing
quality, the catalog of possibilities is greater.





Important tips for body text
Here is my conversation with Reed Reibstein , Product Design
Manager, The Philadelphia Inquirer , about best practices when setting
body text specifications for mobile platforms.



Print versus mobile type settings
“When typesetting text for continuous reading on a phone, strategies used
for a print are a good place to start given that they both center on narrow
columns of text. When setting newspaper columns, designers typically use
typefaces with a large x-height (the high ratio of the lowercase letter height
to uppercase) so that small font sizes feel larger, -sizes feel larger.”

Font for body text
“The font chosen also needs to have a solid visual weight—neither light
and spindly nor overly bold, without enough white space to ensure good
legibility. The space between lines of newspaper text is less than between
lines in the wide columns of a book, since the eye doesn’t have to travel
very far along a line before starting the next.”

Tips for justification
“A key distinction between mobile and print newspaper text typography is
justification. Newspaper columns are often left justified—space is added
and subtracted from each line to make a solid text block. But most mobile
text is simply left aligned, leaving the right edge of the text block variable.
This difference reflects the ubiquity of left-aligned text online, in part
because sophisticated justification, using intelligent hyphenation to
improve the visual appearance, has not been a core part of most digital
design and display tools.”







Type rules, according to Ina Saltz
A conversation about type with Ina Saltz , the author of The Essentials
of Typography and a veteran New York editorial designer. Here are her
tips and favorites.



1. How do you see the use of typography on
mobile devices?
“While many major newspapers and magazines have adopted best
practices for typographic display on small screens, many smaller print-
based media entities are not devoting the time and energy required to
translate their content for the best reading experience on the small
screen.”



2. What are some specific challenges of selecting
type for mobile platforms?
“This begins with using typefaces designed for reading at length in small
sizes. The desirable typographic characteristics include a strong stroke
width, open counter spaces, a generous set-width, and adjusting
(opening) the leading for ease of on-screen reading. Best practices
include clear differences in weight and style to indicate typographic
hierarchy.”



3. Who among those publications that you
access on mobile are doing it best?
“Since you asked who is doing it right, I can point to these four: The NY
Times, The Wall Street Journal, The Washington Post , and The
Guardian .”



Note–
So, what should be the best practice for selecting type for the small
screen? I asked Tobias Frere-Jones for his feedback, since he and his
team have paid attention to type in small sizes starting with the creation
of Retina for The Wall Street Journal when we were redesigning it.
Here is what he had to say!



4. Type, small screens and long reads, the Frere-
Jones view
“We take screens into account for all type families, and the designs for
long-form reading get our “MicroPlus ” variation, which modifies
proportions and adds some extra engineering to optimize for screens
(also helps out at small sizes in print!). So Exchange , Retina and
Mallory all have a response ready for screen application, and that
treatment for screens will be our policy for all text faces going forward.”



Creating type for small screens
Typical modern fonts are not designed primarily for the 72–96 dpi
resolution of computer screens, but for the much higher 1,200+ dpi
resolution of print media. But, alas, contemporary type designers are
coming to the rescue.





The work of Peter Bilak
A conversation about creating fonts that adapt to mobile –or that are
specifically designed for mobile. Here is a chat with Peter Bilak ,
about what makes for legible fonts.



Note–
I much respect the work of the Dutch type designer Peter Bilak , whose
thoughts and font samples I share here. For Bilak , it is all about
maintaining “the essence of reading.”



1. What is the challenge for those designing
mobile magazines?
“The tragedy of mobile versions of magazines is that 50% of the screen
takes all the visual clutter (sign up for mailing, subscribe, agree to
cookies, ads, etc). But increasingly magazine editors realize that the
connection to the reader (not only the advertiser) is their most important
asset.”



2. Tell us about the creation of the Lava font
“It was clear that Works That Work would be an ambitious project
stretching across multiple platforms (online, eBook, PDF and print), but
its content would also be available in various configurations. The
typeface would be the sole constant characteristic, identifying the
magazine regardless of whether a reader got it online or in print.”



3. What was your key concern when creating
Lava?
“I wanted the typeface to be the voice of WTW – confident enough not to
need to show off, with the comfortable, relaxed manner of an engaged
storyteller, ready to handle long stories, but also small captions or titles.
I named it Lava .”



4. You are also working on a new font,
Elementar.
“One example of a project designed for the smallest screens – and I
mean, very small screens, including watches is Elementar .”

Bilak's team is devoting major effort to come up with fonts that that
are specifically designed to work not only across platforms and
screens, but also across languages.



Elementar
Elementar is a parametric font system designed to bring more typographic
flexibility to digital screens. It increases the available range of possibilities
by exploring the pixel grid systematically using combinations of basic
parameters. This parametric approach enables the generation of thousands of
single fonts in different styles, heights, weights, widths and element shapes.

The process of “hinting” -for type-
Bilak explains that he and his team also optimize their other vector fonts to
small screens, by using high end hinting. Hinting is the process by which
TrueType or PostScript fonts are adjusted for maximum readability on
computer monitors.



Taking a look at hinting
Here is a hinted version of Fedra Sans Screen , modifying the original
outline to fit the grid of the computer screen.



Original outline of Fedra Sans Screen Regular, before rasterisation



Let’s celebrate that type designers are focusing on
creating alphabets that are especially functional to be
used on the small screen of mobile devices. We will see
more experimentation here for sure.





OUR MOBILE EXPERIENCE IS ALMOST
ALWAYS IN COLOR, UNLESS THE ART
DIRECTOR DECIDES DIFFERENTLY. HOW
CAN WE USE COLOR EFFECTIVELY &
FUNCTIONALLY?



That color palette you create for your new app or product to be
consumed on the screen is the second most important decision you
make after you decide on your user experience strategy. Colors guide
the eyes, which helps to navigate the screen. Colors serve as

staircases for the eye. Then there is the element of color and culture. We
explore these issues in this vignette.



The staircase concept
This is where any study of color as an editorial design tool begins. It is a
guiding principle that has guided all my work. No matter how many colors
you choose to use on a given page or screen, there MUST be one color that
becomes the steps on the staircase, to move the eye from top to bottom, and
sometimes from left to right. It can be a beautiful staircase, and, when I create
staircases I see one with Fred Astaire dancing The Continental , in a black
and white tux, of course.



Look at that staircase! From InStyle Magazine



Note–
Sometimes the staircase takes you from one side of the screen to the
other. So the staircase can move vertically or horizontally, with the
optics guiding the user through the visual elements of the screen.



Color theory
Let us review a bit of color theory to allow you to make better choices.
After all, not all colors mix well with others. At the same time,
sometimes colors that not usually mixed can make great bedfellows on
the screen, in the hands of a creative and adventurous art director.



Colors and temperature
Colors follow the patterns of life: they can be cold or hot, or in between, as in
cool or warm. For the editorial designer, the key is to know what the content
calls for. The story determines the color you choose, which will be, after all,
the first encounter the user has with the visuals of the story. Cool colors make
us relax (great for travel stories); hot colors arouse the passions, get us in
motion (good for a story about a sweaty fitness workout). A warm color can
get us super excited, or even angry.



Cool temperature hues

Warm temperature hues



Note–
Monochromatic colors are so easy on the eyes, especially the blue hues.



Color wheels
Let’s take a look at those three color wheels that are monochromatic,
analogous or complimentary. These are key in the making of your
product’s color palette.



Complimentary colors
The color wheel shows the primary colors, red, yellow and blue, from which
all colors in the spectrum are created. Each primary has a complementary.
They are opposite each other on the color wheel. Yellow’s complement is
purple. Red’s complement is green. Blue’s complement is orange.
Complementary colors work in harmony. One is warm, the other is cool.
When combined , they create a contrast that therefore creates dimension.





Analogous colors
Analogous colors are three or more colors that have the same base tone. They
are close to one another on the color wheel. Analogous colors create a sense
of harmony because the base tone is the same.
Here, a selection of analogous colors with a primary as the base.





Color palettes
Let’s look at those color palettes you will be creating for your new app,
for example.
First, how can colors used attract your intended audience? What colors
will be appropriate for the content? Is it politics, lifestyle or sports?



Adobe to the rescue
Adobe Color CC, previously known as Kuler, facilitates color use. Every
color on the palette can be individually modified or chosen as the base color
with a few simple clicks. Stop here and you will be able to click on the type
of color scheme you aim for: monochromatic, analougous, complimentary.

Color Schemes & Mobile UI
Apple and Google , the developers of IOS and Android, have created some
basic design principles that mobile app developers should follow, to provide
users with a consistent visual experience. Their recommendations include tips
on the choice of a color palette, color schemes, text colors, etc. App
developers are advised to use any of the 500 colors as primary colors and
other colors as accents colors.



Color Palettes

Monochromatic

Analogous

Complementary

Custom



Color contrast and legibility
The best contrast will almost always be provided by black text on a white
background and therefore it is my recommendation for optimal legibility for
body text.
However, one can be more adventurous with contrasting colors and text in
mobile than when working in print design. Remember, your audience comes to
your product to read, so it is your main responsibility to provide the most
pleasant optical experience, which translates into good contrast between type
and background.

Let’s talk about light
You have no idea how and where your app will be used. Remember that you
are designing for the journalism of everywhere, so your user may be in an
environment that is not well lit. When designing for print we assume that the
reader will be reading her newspaper/magazine with plenty of light around.
No such guarantee with mobile consumption of news and information. In fact,
some users may be reading with only the light on the screen of their phone.



Here are some guidelines
–different contrast–

No contrast

Too little contrast

Good contrast



Here are some guidelines
–optimal contrast–





Color, texture and mood!
I have consulted with my dear friend and colleague, Dr. Pegie Stark ,
recognized globally as an expert on color for editorial design. Here is a
chat with Pegie.



Note–
Pegie and I co-authored Eyes on the News and Pegie continues to be
quite involved with color today, including in her own paintings, but also
as a magazine and museum catalog art director.



1. Black and white and....
“It is striking to see that most of the mobile news sites are presented in
black and white, punctuated with rich, vivid color photos...”



2. Colorless news sites?
“It looks to me like news sites don’t have color palettes the way we
knew them in print. So many of the big successful sites are reserving
color for images and/or color navigation. Color is given a specific job to
do, no decoration. And attention is paid to the beauty of black and
white.”



3. Use of ‘spot’ color
“If ‘spot’ color is used, it is used to either highlight the brand - a tip of
the hat to its print ancestor - or it is used as navigation, highlighting
section or story labels, helping you travel with ease through the
experience.”



4. Color in print vs. mobile
“Just as the news delivery style is different in print and mobile, so is the
color use. We simply cannot think of recreating print stories on mobile,
to replicate how they look in print. They are two different animals.”



5. Color and type
“If color is used in type, it is used in headlines and within the story, to
show what the user has selected – black headlines turn to grey, blue, or
red and other colors, or to direct the user to a link.”



6. Color and navigation
“Primary and secondary colors in saturated, diluted, or transparent tones
are used for navigation—red, yellow blue and sometimes orange, purple
and green.”



7. Color and photography
“Color is reserved for photos. So vivid and clear, with each generation
of the mobile being more realistic and gorgeous.”



Color & Type
We see a lot of color use combined with typography on screens.
Designers from the print era rejoice that they won’t have to worry about
reproduction. Still, it is better to be judicious when colorizing type. Let’s
take a look here.



White type over black
The Verge



White type over black
Entrepreneur



White type over black
Entrepreneur



Red type over black
Red is used often on mobile sites. According to Dr. Pegie Stark , “Red has
one of the longest color wavelengths in the spectrum, standing out in front of
all the other colors. It draws the eye almost instantly, and stands out in front,
begging to pay attention to me, or click me. ”



Red type over black
The Outline



Yellow type over black
Here is another powerful color that is hot and forward, attracts attention
instantly (that’s why so many traffic signs are in this color), and stands in front
of everything else, as a king and protagonist. I always describe the presence
of yellow as a showstopper. The eye gravitates to yellow, no matter what.
Handle with care. The combination of yellow and black is quite powerful. It
packs a punch and a half.



Yelow and black
NowThis



Yelow and black
RetroReport



Yelow and black
National Geographic



The gentle blue
Blue has a shorter wave length than red and yellow, sits in the background and
always offers a calming influence. A favorite color for hospital rooms, baby
nurseries, the color of the sky and the sea, two things we associate with subtle
feelings. Dr. Stark believes that blue also brings a “sophisticated feel”. Apple
News uses it for its Travel section.



Gentle blue
Apple News



Trendy purple
While purple is not a color that was seen often in print publications -perhaps
because of the fear of art directors that the mixing of colors might provide a
bad mojito in terms of reproduction- we see a lot of deep purple on the
screens of our mobile devices. Purple definitely sets the mood for more
colorful things to come. It is loud and it is an invitation to a room where the
music is more salsa than waltz.



Trendy purple
The Outline



Trendy purple
Confidential



Trendy turquoise
This is another hue rarely seen in print, but that it has made a grand entrance
into the space of mobile devices. In fact, we see it in the Bustle App. Bustle
aims at a core audience of millennial women (23-38), and it is designed by
women for women, with content that emphasizes news, entertainment, beauty,
fashion, lifestyle, books and tech. It is also the signature color of choice for
The Skimm as we see here later.



Trendy turquoise
Bustle App



Trendy turquoise
Bustle App



Trendy turquoise
The Skimm , another site devoted to content with appeal to young women. The
contrast of turquoise with black is rich and different, which probably makes
the eye rest on those headlines and navigational buttons. I notice that we see
more turquoise used today.



Trendy turquoise
The Skimm



The job of color in mobile according to Dr. Stark:

–– To highlight a section or a story: Color is not decoration;
–– For tradition: In the logo, echoing its print ancestor;
–– In photos to show their vividness;
–– In navigation tools like labels on sections or on stories;
–– To highlight a big or important story.



How about the creation of a good color palette? Dr. Stark’s ideas:

–– Historically papers would choose a color palette based on their
philosophy and their environment. A paper in Florida reporting serious
news would have a whole different color ‘spirit’ and palette than a paper in
an urban area of Philadelphia that might be appealing to a sports audience.
A paper in Brazil may have been colorized with the warmer brighter tones
than a paper in Germany where the climate and culture are quite different.
–But that cultural difference doesn’t exist in mobile sites.

The job of color in mobile according to Dr. Stark:

–– Mobile sites are not “environment” specific. Their environment is
global. Color palettes are global. Color palettes must appeal to all. There
is a similar color “spirit” in mobile sites that is sleek, cool and almost
minimal. The design is all in how the information and images are
organized. No doo dads and over colorization, no fancy swashes or rules to
draw the eye. It is as if the audience is already there, captivated, asking for
an immediate experience. No need to please the eye with candy treats. Just
give the user the meats and potatoes.



Color & culture
It’s important to be conscious of the impact that color may have
depending on the content and the audience for whom it is intended. Let’s
not forget about color symbolism, which can make a difference on how
your content is perceived!



The day I stopped liking flamingos
Don’t take me wrong, I think that flamingos are elegant. I grew up in Florida,
so they were part of my young years in Miami. That’s perhaps the reason that,
when designing the Spanish edition of The Miami Herald , and Nuevo Herald
, I considered putting a pink flamingo as part of the newspaper’s logo. So we
tested with our first focus group. To my surprise, many of my fellow Cuban
Americans in the room immediately reacted to the flamingo, and not very
nicely.

“Pinko communists...”
For a group of readers who had arrived in the US as refugees, escaping
Castro’s Cuba, the presence of a pink anything signified that the paper would
tend to lean to the left. Such was not the case, and we were so happy that we
found out about this during a focus group. The design team and I had fallen in
love with the beautiful pink flamingo next to the logo of el Nuevo Herald .
Lesson: color symbolism and how a color is perceived by a specific group is
important.

The culture of color

Red–– In some Eastern cultures, red symbolizes good fortune and prosperity,
but, worldwide, red has been associated with various political movements
(think communism) and has symbolized revolution.

Green–– Nowadays we see green and think the environment. In many Latin
American countries, green means hope. Among cultures that practice Islam,
green is a sacred color. Don’t forget that green is also everything Irish.

The culture of color

Blue–– In Middle Eastern cultures, blue has traditionally represented
protection against evil. As it is the color of the sky, the heavens, it can also
symbolize immortality and/or spirituality.

Yellow–– In some Eastern and Asian cultures, yellow is associated with
royalty or high rank. But, also think “yellow journalism”, as in downmarket
news products that emphasize murder, sex and mayhem in their coverage.



The culture of color

White–– Everything that is pure and virginal comes to mind with white. In
China, white is the color of mourning, however. Universally, it represents
peace across many cultures –a white flag is a universal symbol of truce or
surrender.

The culture of color

Black–– In some cultures, black is considered masculine and powerful. Think
black limousines. Universally, the color of mourning. In Egypt, black signifies
rebirth. Across many cultures, the color is associated with bad luck -think
black cat.

It’s the image, NOT the color
When asked if his study had revealed any specifics about color perception,
this is what Dr. Fortanet said: “The study compares the impact of color
versus black and white images, and it concludes that color images are more
visited visually than black and white ones. But, it is also noticeable that it
is the content and relevancy of the image that is more important than its
color. An image with content that has impact received more eye fixations
than one in color with lesser content impact.” This is exactly what our own
Poynter EyeTrack research of 1991 pointed out.



Color & research
Almost no research exclusively done for how we perceive color on the
small screen is available. However, there is this interesting observation
from the EyeTrack investigation conducted by Dr. Christian Fortanet,
University of Alicante, Spain .





Who’s doing it best?
I have asked Dr. Pegie Stark to share with us what she considers to be great
examples of color use on mobile for news. I have to agree with her that most
news sites use color in a rather shy way, allowing for the imagery to provide
the color. There are exceptions, of course, but the level of color
experimentation is definitely more limited so far. Let’s take a look at these
examples.



THE NEW YORK TIMES
Elegant and subtle
“The always elegant New York Times presents the news in a straight
forward and clear way. Color is reserved for photos and illustrations.
And in a very subtle way, a saturated blue takes on the role of section
navigation and linking within a story.”











EL MUNDO (SPAIN)
Saturated blue
“El Mundo goes a bit further in its use of blue. Note the use of
saturated blue in the nameplate (echoing its print ancestor). The first
words or few words of a headline are in that same saturated blue. Once
selected, the entire headline turns blue. The same color highlights
each section within the site.”









THE INDEPENDENT (UK)
Navigating with red
“The Independent uses red as navigation. Again, echoing its former
print version, the red eagle sits next to the nameplate. The same red is
used as navigation, highlighting sections, topics, stories, writers, and
video links throughout the site.”









USA TODAY (USA)
Color coded sections
“USA Today maintains the use of color that appears in its print
version. Its color palette remains the same, perhaps because it is a
global publication, with a global readership. Life is purple, money is
green, sports is red. Color is pure and simple —reserved for photos
and clean navigation.”









LIBERATION (FRANCE)
Color-ruled boxes
“Liberation, like USA Today, uses color to highlight sections.
However, they take it a step further and enclose main stories on each
section with color ruled boxes. Note the powerful red highlighting
links to news stories. Although small in its appearance, red has the
power to stand out in front of everything else, providing clear
navigation cues.”









LA GACETA (ARGENTINA)
The most colorful
“La Gaceta uses much more color than other mobile news sites.
Orange and blue are complementary colors, providing contrast and
dimension. Each ‘section’ is presented with a block of orange or blue.
Click on a headline and the screens goes to black and white with blue
or orange used on navigation words.”









THE GUARDIAN (UK)
Complementary colors
“The Guardian also uses complementary colors. Each ‘section’ is
presented with a different color palette. Note the purple headlines on
Lifestyle (Food), and golden tone on Culture.”









Ironically, while mobile news designers enjoy fewer
restrictions with color, we continue to see color used
conservatively. Perhaps this is likely to change in the
future. We also need more research in this area.





MOTION ON THE SMALL SCREEN OF
THAT PHONE. NOTHING BEATS THAT
VIDEO, OR GIF, THAT SHOWS ACTIVITY
THE MOMENT WE SET EYES ON THE
SCREEN.



E specially on that first screen, there is no question that we react to
movement quicker than to a fat paragraph with ten lines of type. It’s
no wonder that the best multimedia stories seduce us with video. It is
as if we are sitting in the theater waiting for the movie to start, a

bucket of pop corn on our lap, and suddenly the images roll in front of our
eyes.



Explore video potential
That’s exactly how storytelling works best for mobile. But, of course, not all
stories have video clips that are so powerful. However, the
writer/editor/designer must make an effort to explore video possibilities,
particularly for that first opening screen. The number of times in my
workshops that I suggest that a video that appears in the middle of the
narrative be moved to the top. It is interesting that so many editors/designers
think photo first—not video!

Sometimes a photo is best option!
Not that a photo can’t be an effective opening visual asset, but nothing beats
the power of video. Why? Perhaps because we react to motion. In fact, many
of the videos or gifs we see in opening screens have no sound. Remember, we
are designing for the brain, the eye and the finger, and so the finger is more
likely to thumb up to see what’s next when you open with video.



Note–
The phone is not television, a newspaper or the movies, but it is a little
of all of the above. How we use video on the small screen of a
smartphone is what it is all about in this vignette.



Here are some of my own takeaways:

—1. Silent videos perform well when telling simple stories on the phone.

—2. Short videos are key: this is not a television broadcast you are
producing, nor a long feature film. So limit your video clips to about 32
seconds maximum.

—3. Use videos as you would use the words, to enhance and to advance the
story, not to repeat what the narrative tells the reader.



Note–
This is a New York Times news story that uses a video essay well to
advance the story, engages the reader and puts the main point of the story
across visually.







Why it works: the analysis
On that first screen we read the headline and a summary but we immediately
see a gif of a train as a long snake that moves on the screen.

Then the people element : we see a silent video clip of an activist who
filmed himself escaping Aleppo.

The rest of the video clips, all silent , advance the story line, with dramatic
moments as those of the children saying they will return to liberate Aleppo.



Note–
Here we have one of my favorite video stories, a feature, where the
headline gets us into the story immediately –I Raised Baby Pigeons in
my Bathroom .





Why it works: the analysis
Notice that here the text rolls over the videos, almost like captions to advance
the story on the videos. Sometimes we see the text against a black background.
Videos and text help us follow the sequence of this story, how the reporter and
his family rescued and cared for a baby pigeon in their bathroom until it was
time to let it go and live on its own in the park. Readers appreciate these type
of stories.
I can’t imagine a story like this as engaging with photos. Videos made the big
difference.



63%
of Americans now watch videos online

36%
of all US adults, watch news videos
(Pew Research Center Survey)





The master video coach
When it comes to best practices to train journalists to use video I always
turn to Robb Montgomery, the author of Smartphone Video
Storytelling. Here is a chat with Robb .



1. What is your recommendation for those
filming interviews?
My approach to recording mobile interviews is to produce short, honest
films that feature a strong character, great emotional content as well as an
unusual twist. The interview footage provides my stories with a
backbone that drives the story experience. I prefer to use the
observational narrative approach to get sound bites that can be threaded
together in a seamless flow of ideas that include rich details.



2. Tell us about some examples.
That interview approach was also the case with a recent project I filmed
in New Zealand featuring the owner of a naturist retreat who made
headlines when he put the 14-acre retreat up for sale. I was surprised
that no news outlet actually sent a reporter to make a video interview.
They ran file photos and text. Some made a video slideshow. I felt there
must be a personal element to this story, so I made a detour to Katikati,
during a recent tour of New Zealand to learn more.



3. What’s the key to a good video interview?
I have found that spending time with subjects before they even see the
camera is vital to getting them to relate to you and share themes and
details to explore during the interview. I need people to be relaxed and
open up and forget about the camera and microphones. This was
important when interviewing a subject about a sensitive topic like
running a family-oriented campground for nude sunbathers in
conservative New Zealand.



4.How did you go about it for this particular
interview?
I didn’t interview the owner of the nudist property on the first day I met
him. I spent three days at the location and only on the last day did I ask
him for an interview. This immersion technique allowed me to get a
spontaneous and unscripted result. The interview was so spontaneous
that I used only my iPhone to film the interview: No fancy lights, mics or
tripods were used. (Although I did film with the FilmicPro app in 4K.)



Katikati Naturist Park
Interview with the owner of a New Zealand naturist campground.



Katikati Naturist Park
Video interview



The video interview is perhaps one of the most common of visual assets
to incorporate into stories. Reporters interview all the time, so this is a
good place to start with your video storytelling.



People talking to people
Nothing beats the people talking to people spontaneity that an interview can
bring.
When you film that interview, the video immediately conveys the immediacy,
the setting and, most importantly, allows the reader to capture the body
language of the person talking and what was said. Video interviews can
provide compelling bits of storytelling, enhance the story, and provide
“proof” and authenticity to the piece.

It’s all about that question you ask
Most subjects are going to wait for the reporter to prompt them about what the
discussion should be. Interviewing techniques abound, but all include tips that
remind us that graphic questions yield better answers, such as: “describe for
me,” “tell me about,” “why is this important to you” or “what did you see?”.
Avoid abstract questions. And aim for the subject and his/her face.

Why the future of video for news is bright.
Nathalie Malinarich ,mobile and new formats editor at BBC News, writes
that: “A generation of producers, VJs and reporters who grew up watching
and making videos online is now leading the charge in many places. They
are bringing in a new grammar for video, with its own pace, tone, style and
dramatic structure. And, with it, an understanding of the different platforms
for which the videos are made.”



Video is one of the most powerful and impactful
storytelling tools for the writer/designer. Even at its
rawest, videos convey the essence of the story at a
glance. That’s tough to beat for readers on the move.







IN PRINT A PICTURE IS WORTH A
THOUSAND WORDS.

IN MOBILE, A PICTURE IS WORTH A
THOUSAND SECONDS.



W hen it comes to the use of photos on mobile, size does matter.
So does focus. When we are reading in print, we enjoy a
variety of photo sizes, but when we read on the small screen of
a smartphone, hierarchy through size differentiation is minimal,

which is why the photographer needs to focus so that there is a high subject-
to-context ratio.



“If your photographs aren’t good enough, you’re not close enough.”

Robert Capa – War photojournalist (1913-1954)



Zero in and focus
Those words from war photojournalist Robert Capa decades ago should
resonate with every photographer and designer shooting and editing photos
for mobile today.

If there is one takeaway from this vignette it is just that: zero in, focus and
use photos where the photographer got close to the subject. Focusing was
never more important.

Too much photography around us?
Before we get into the specifics of how to take, edit and utilize photos for
mobile devices, perhaps a more philosophical question is one raised by
many today. The ubiquity of a camera in everyone’s pocket is not just
influencing storytelling, turning it more visual. It is also making us live in an
image —propelled social media era. Some photographers and photo editors
worry: are we saturated by images? How many selfies is too many?



282m
selfies were posted on Instagram in 2016.

350m
photos a day are uploaded on Facebook .

95m
photos and videos shared on Instagram daily.
(The Guardian)



“The possibility of making a photograph that can stake a claim to
originality or affect has been radically called into question. Ironically,
the moment of greatest photographic plentitude has pushed photography
to the point of exhaustion.”

Chris Wiley – “Depth of Focus”



Note–1
I have consulted with Thomas Palmer , interim director of the
Journalism Program/Department of Communication, University at
Albany. Palmer is an author whose work appears in Metaliterate
Learning for the Post-Truth World —in a chapter devoted to “text-
image malpractices.”



Note–2
By the way, Palmer is also one of my former students at Syracuse
University . One of the joys of “maturing” in this profession is the joy of
seeing former students shining and contributing to our craft. I asked Tom
to provide me insights about the use of photos for mobile.



Two key principles
It is not the intention of this vignette to cover all that pertains to the use of
photography. My goal is to zero in on those aspects of photographic use that
are particularly important to how we use photos on mobile devices.

There are two that are particularly important:
–– 1. Subject-to-context visibility.
–– 2. Figure/Ground relationships.

How we look at photos in print, mobile
When we look at the page of a newspaper, or a two-page spread of a
magazine we see photos in a variety of sizes. The editor/designer can create
hierarchy by just the sizing of photos. The eye travels from one to the next
with ease. However, that is an option not available when placing photos on
the small screen of a smartphone. Visual stress may result for the reader
when a large photo that is five columns on a page, is reduced to the size of
the phone screen.

The view from the psychologist
Dr. Bruce Dudek , a professor of psychology in the Behavioral
Neuroscience Program at the University at Albany, NY, has some insights
about what constitutes effective use of photography for mobile. “Visual
imagery is used to focus the reader’s attention on aspects of the story...The
visual search strategy is to find salient elements of the image; this search is
for the “subject” The perception processes in this search relate, initially, to
the gestalt principle of “figure to ground”.

The view from the psychologist
“The rapidity of finding the subject is related to a number of features of
both the subject and the background. Relative size of the subject, color and
brightness contrast with the background, edge characteristics of the
subject and for human subjects, facial and body element visibility all have
a role in how quickly the viewer determines the subject characteristics. In
addition, the relative clarity of the background can be an important
element in the visual extraction the viewer does from the image”.



“Sports photographers seem to get this right, somewhat naturally. The
subject is always given a high degree of primacy. This is accomplished
two ways. One is the use of wide apertures in long telephoto lenses
which gives a blur to the background. The other is tight cropping.”

Dr. Bruce Dudek – Professor of Psychology, University at Albany



Note–
I asked Thomas Palmer to explain his principles through a dissection
of a photo essay published by The New York Times as breaking news
when Hurricane Michael hit Florida in 2018.





Taking a look at Hurricane Michael
“This Hurricane Michael picture story on NYT’s smartphone platform is
marred by the curation of photos not optimized for this format. This
analysis will explain how photos with high subject-to-context visibility
through effective figure/ground relationships must become the new
workflow standard for photographers and producers.”

Low subject-to-context visibility: Examples
“Here we see poor examples of photos that will cause great optical stress
for readers. There is no focus here. Yet, all of these photos probably did
well on the print edition of The New York Times, as they were given more
space and the reader a better chance to look at the details.”



Subject-to-context visibility
[RATING: LOW]
Readers will strain to find two residents cleaning out this condominium. A
series of similar images may cause ocular discomfort.



Solution
PHOTOJOURNALIST: Change the shooting position and lens focal length to
magnify the subjects’ activity, while striving to preserve the scene’s
contextual detail.



Solution
PRODUCER: Scale the photo to bring the people closer to the viewer.
Rebalance the composition asymmetrically to accommodate the template
frame.



Subject-to-context visibility
[RATING: EXTREMELY LOW]
Readers will likely give up trying to understand Javier’s task in this image.
The photo’s expansion doesn’t reveal more detail.



Solution (suggested editing shown)
PHOTOJOURNALIST: Move closer. A change in shooting position may
improve the figure/ground relationship. Javier must be composed to fill more
of the photographic frame.



Solution (suggested editing shown)
PRODUCER: Scale the photo to bring Javier’s activity closer for the viewer
to comprehend. Rebalance the composition asymmetrically to accommodate
the template frame.



Subject-to-context visibility
[RATING: EXTREMELY LOW]
Where’s Wanda? The cutline places her in the picture, but only intrepid
readers will find her. Landscape orientation doesn’t help.



Solution
PHOTOJOURNALIST: An environmental portrait or candid photo with an
effective figure/ground relationship must be included in the workflow.



Solution
PRODUCER: If the photojournalist doesn’t deliver, exclude this image.
Photo narratives must not be padded with images that cause viewing fatigue
over the course of the story.



Subject-to-context visibility
[RATING: EXTREMELY LOW]
Is Wanda here? Readers who cannot find the homeowner in the previous
photo may continue to search in this interior scene.



Subject-to-context visibility
[RATING: MODERATE]
The wide-angle lens’ effect pushes away background content — Trichinae,
too. Does the exaggerated foreground have a purpose?



Solution
PHOTOJOURNALIST: If Trichinae rode the scooter to the bridge, this detail
needs to be included in the cutline. If not, the photo composition should
exclude it.



Solution
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER, ET AL: To ensure a consistent narrative voice, a
new system of writing for the image must be implemented, based on text-
image relations in discourse.



Subject-to-context visibility
[RATING: LOW]
This multi-element composition suffers from congested detail. Repeated
compositions like this one exacerbate a reader’s fatigue.



Solution
PHOTOJOURNALIST: The elevation of camera angle may create more
separation among the supermarket patrons, improving the figure/ground
relationships.



Solution
PRODUCER: No degree of scaling or cropping will likely improve this
photo. Even with tight framing around one patron, readers will strain to
comprehend the detail.



Subject-to-context visibility
[RATING: LOW]
Viewers may find Kenny’s sign in this complex, wide-angle scene, but they
will be frustrated trying to read it —even enlarged.



Solution
PHOTOJOURNALIST: Simplify the composition by moving closer to
Kenny’s sign and juxtaposing it with background content to enrich the scene.



Solution
PRODUCER: Cropping and scaling the photo will improve readers’
accessibility; however, the additional workflow time may create an
opportunity cost with competing priorities.



Subject-to-context visibility
[RATING: LOW]
The oversized hand in the foreground steals attention from the parishioners.
The composition is confusing on all platforms.



Solution
PHOTOGRAPHER: A change of camera angle to frame the parishioners’
signs is a more effective approach. The juxtaposition of the subjects with the
church remains a possibility.



Solution
PRODUCER: If the photojournalist doesn’t deliver, exclude this image.
Cropping and scaling the parishioners won’t elevate the communication
effectiveness.



Subject-to-context visibility
[RATING: EXTREMELY LOW]
Readers will likely assume the camera’s autofocus failed. This
compositional technique is not suitable for small screens.



Solution
PHOTOJOURNALIST: A range of avant-garde compositional techniques for
print and large PC monitors cannot be repurposed effectively for a small
screen. Simplicity is key.



Solution
PRODUCER: Many avant-garde compositional techniques cannot be
salvaged through editing. If this issue becomes systemic, consider
formulating workflow guidelines.



Subject-to-context visibility
[RATING: LOW]
No separation exists between the customers in line and the busy background.
Readers may reduce eye strain by looking at the sky.



Solution
PHOTOJOURNALIST: To improve the figure/ground relationship, consider
a higher shooting angle, including a vertical composition to use the geometry
of the line.



Solution
PRODUCER: Image editing is unlikely to yield a more effective
composition. Request to see more of the photojournalist’s take —which may
contain more suitable images.



High subject-to-context visibility: Examples
The visual impact of the following NYT photos is optimal on the smartphone
platform. This success stems from effective figure/ground relationships that
occurs when photojournalists master the following variables. Look carefully
at each of the photos and the difference that a good focus on a subject makes.



Subject-to-context visibility
[RATING: HIGH]
The figure/ground relationships of Tina and the helicopter -against the sky as
the ground- are optimal for viewing ease.



Subject-to-context visibility
[RATING: HIGH]
The impact of this compassionate moment is the result of the photographer’s
close proximity to the subjects and careful framing.



Subject-to-context visibility
[RATING: HIGH]
Medium-distance framing and a low camera angle yield effective
figure/ground relationships for optimal viewing efficacy.



Note–
Following are the four principles that Thomas Palmer teaches to his
students at the University at Albany , and practices at the Times Union,
where he serves as Executive News Editor and Design Director.



Tips to get that shot right

—1. Moving closer to the subject.

—2. Choosing lens focal length to frame the subject more closely (when
moving closer to the subject is not possible).

––3. Choosing a camera angle and lens aperture setting (depth of field) that
helps to separate the subject from the background. This is known as a
figure/ground relationship, related to the ganzfeld principle of visual
perception.

—4. Framing the composition in the camera viewfinder to include sufficient
background/foreground content for scene context.



Note–
The workflow to create photographic content for curation on a
smartphone will require that photographers take pictures optimized
compositionally for this format. A bonus is that that these additional
images will display splendidly in print and on large display monitors.



High subject-to-context visibility: Examples
We have learned in this vignette how extremely important it is to focus on
your subject to make that photo really pop on the small screen of the
smartphone. That is why we recommend the one-image-per-screen as key.
The German daily, Frankfurter Allegemeine , makes excellent use of
photographs in its daily app Der Tag (The Day )









Perfect composition for mobile
Look at Times Union (Albany, NY) photographer Paul Buckowski’s brilliant
composition for a story about a basketball coach fighting cancer which is
optimal for a smartphone format and larger. Note his juxtaposition of the
coaches, net and stands for the uniform background.





Note–
See how these historical photos appear on the small screen. What works
is the effective figure/ground relationships that occurs when
photojournalists carefully compose subjects.







Let’s hear it for Men’s Health and its use of photos
As a parting shot I wanted to highlight one mobile product that uses photos
well. Palmer is right, Men’s Health , stands out in two key areas: effective
curation of images and a developer programing that preserves the aspect
ratio of photographs, including the rescaling of images from horizontal to
landscape orientation. This includes the integration with cutlines and other
textual elements for reading ease.





Remember to get close to your subject. For a mobile
image, a single hand, a flower and a face are better
than Miss Jones’ entire kindergarten class.







AUDIO CAN BE AN INCREDIBLY
EFFECTIVE STORYTELLING TOOL. THE
SOUNDS OF THE STORY AND ITS
CHARACTERS COULD BE THE MOST
DIRECT WAY TO TELL IT.



Some stories need audio. Think about it, life happens with voice,
action, colors. Humans love to interact by talking and listening.
Good storytelling has a voice. The story can be even better when the
voice belongs to someone important. Sometimes it is music, or a

loud bang. Audio places us there. Yet, we don’t see much audio storytelling
for mobile. I am not talking specifically about podcasts which are usually
longer pieces.



Audio -becomes a household tool-
Gary Vaynerchuk , of The GaryVee Audio Experience , points out that
audio is where’s at:
“If you consider podcasting to be the current go-to-destination for
creative, then Alexa skills are the beachfront property vacation, yet to be
discovered and booked up by the masses.”

He says that he is beginning to see consumers replace entertainment (music)
with information (podcasting) to get ahead.



“The smart phone hit the reset button on media consumption and
changed all of the rules. More 16-30 year olds are listening to podcasts
instead of music during their commutes because it saves them time. It’s
what humans value. Because we are now consuming multiple sources of
media at once, podcasts and audio are destined to win.”

Gary Vaynerchuk –The GaryVee Audio Experience



32%
of all of US households now own a smart speaker, up 14 percent from 2017.
A majority of new owners and longtime users say they’re increasing their
usage.
(Adobe Analytics)



70%
use their smart speakers for music.

47%
for online research.

46%
for checking the news.

35%
for asking directions.
(Adobe Analytics)



Audio -becomes a household tool-
As the research shows, we seem to have greater dependency -and in some
cases some fun-communicating with our smart speakers at home and letting
them assist us on a daily basis, including to get news (46%), so it makes
perfect sense that we will expect and will welcome audio as part of how we
consume news, in the form of snippets, or short bursts that can promote
stories, give us highlights of the story, or simply offer a glimpse of an
interesting story.



Audio and long form journalism
In Denmark, at Zetland , which is devoted to publishing long form articles -
or the so called “ slow journalism” , each article is also published in audio
format, with a short personal note from the author about what the story meant
to them before they begin telling it. Zetland also publishes an audio version
of that daily newsletter that aggregates other media organizations’ stories.







Note–
I often wonder why more mobile stories do not start with an audio clip
if appropriate to the story. But I think that we will see more such
utilization of sound in the future.





A young business developer –
My conversation with Patrick Körting , at NOZ Digital Group in
Germany, centered around audio and news. He is fully engaged in
creating a program to make the integration of audio into mobile
storytelling easier.



1. Do you think that the increasing use of smart
speakers will lead to a greater demand for
audio news?
“Yes, the demand for audio will be bigger and bigger. If you look for
content with a display-free device—like smart speakers—you expect
the result to be in audio as well. Today there are two options to get
audio news content to smart speakers: You as publisher produce and
deliver audio files (natural human voice). Or you let Alexa just reads
the top (text) news (text-to-speech).”



2. Do you anticipate better text to audio
solutions?
“In case you want your customers to access audio in your own news app
you can also work with these two options. But you would need to create
and “train” your own text-to-speech software. At the moment, the text to
audio solutions are OK, but especially for long articles it is nicer to
hear a real voice. This will dramatically change in the next two years
and listeners won’t be able to distinguish between a natural and an
artificial voice.”



3. How should publishers face this challenge?
“Publishers should look for solutions in text-to-speech software. It is a
solution that is flexible and affordable for high volume daily news
output. But smart software is not enough: I recommend to write/create
content specifically for audio, for a more natural sounding output. Users
are going to switch from demanding music for audio to wanting more
news. Audio-on-demand will become an interesting market for
publishers.”



4. How about appropriate content for audio?
“As the demand and supply gets bigger for audio, the major question
will be: how do you find the content in a display free world where you
can’t simply show 200 pages of search results… Amazon (Alexa) and
Google (Google home ) are not only selling you a speaker you can talk
to… NO they are currently competing for becoming the number one
audio search engine.”



5. Who is doing audio right?
“It always depends on what kind of story you want to tell. There are
many good examples (and even more bad examples). From a user’s
perspective, there is Tagesschau in 100 Sekunden (ARD), which offers
a quick 100 second summary and comes pre installed in all Alexas .
There is the NZZ from Switzerland, a great technical text-to-speech
solution, where the language engine can capture and learn expressions
so that is sounds more natural.”



6. It comes down to the user, right?
“In the end, it’s all about how the customer consumes news. For daily
news, it is crucial that you have the option to personalize your news, so
that people can get it on a playlist and people can listen to it while
commuting. The smart speakers are great to get summaries of the news
while busy cooking, but for commuting and traveling, the phone will be
essential. A news app that can offer personalized audio news will be
interesting to look at.”



7. What is important to make audio more
accessible?
“Navigation in audio is also very important. For example listen to
headlines first and then enter the article by a voice command. In all
solutions I have seen, you are not able to properly navigate. These are
solutions that will be interesting to get a bigger advantage for the user,
technically there is a lot of potential.”



8. Snippets or podcast? Which is best?
“Give me both. You can’t compare them. The consumer has something
different in mind about what to get from the content. With podcasts you
want to dive deep and relax, which is different from getting informed
quickly.
You can use audio in combination with text to create a mood, you read
an article and the audio is in the background to take you to the world
where the content is taking place.”



Audio is where mobile storytelling will go next. We
will learn to apply some radio techniques, but well
aware that for mobile brevity -and navigation-will be
key.





USER EXPERIENCE, OR UX, IS AT THE
INTERCEPTION OF TECHNOLOGY,
VISUAL DESIGN AND CONTENT. IT IS
WHAT DETERMINES HOW WHAT WE
CREATE WILL BE PERCEIVED AND
UTILIZED.



The term “user experience” was not coined until the 1990s. It
reportedly happened at Apple , when cognitive psychologist Donald
Norman wanted to cover all aspects of a person’s experience using
an Apple product, including industrial design, graphics, the interface

and the physical interaction. As journalists/designers we have been involved
with UX all along, but especially today.



“In a single working definition, you might say that a user experience is
the overall effect created by the intersection and perceptions that
someone has when using a product or service....User experience is a
fancy term for what people often describe with words like “love” or
“hate”, or phrase such as “it’s easy to use,” or “a pain in the butt.”

Leah Buley – The User Experience Team of One-Rosenfeld, 2013



Making user experience decisions
So, as you can see, we are involved in the user experience on a daily basis, as
we go about our business. Sometimes the menu in the restaurant does not make
a lot of sense, or that directory at the mall doesn’t quite get you to that shop
you desperately need. These are all bad user experiences. We as journalists
and designers will make important user experience decisions as we prepare
content to take it to market, too.

It’s all about speed for mobile users
The reader wants to access the content that is stored inside that small
telephone she holds in her hand quickly. What is a good “user experience” that
we can provide for that reader? There are three UX categories for the
editor/visual storyteller to consider: information architecture, visual design,
content strategy. When in doubt, remember this quote from Steve Krug :
“Don’t make me think”, which is also the title of his book

Information architecture
This is how you design (in conjunction with your engineering team), how the
user moves through the complex net of information that appears in a news app
or website. “Get me from here to there as quickly and seamlessly as
possible,” says the reader. We are here to please and it all begins with how
you can simplify the navigation system. Less is best. Your goal: to make
discoverability easy.

The user and navigation
Sometimes even the simplest navigation is no guarantee that the user will go
according to your plan.



Usability
Usability is how easy it is for a user to complete a task. The average user
notices usability only when it’s wrong. When you try to tap on a button only to
trigger another nearby action, that’s a classic usability problem.

However, here is how Jakob Nielsen , a Danish web usability consultant and
author of Usability Engineering , defines five components of usability:



Five components of usability

—1. Learnability: How easy is it for users to accomplish basic tasks the first
time they encounter the design?

—2. Efficiency: Once users have learned the design, how quickly can they
perform tasks?

—3. Memorability: When users return to the design after a period of not
using it, how easily can they reestablish proficiency?

—4. Errors: How many errors do users make, how severe are these errors,
and how easily can they recover from the errors?

—5. Satisfaction: How pleasant is it to use the design?

Visual design
This is how you will impact the user with your content in a mere two or three
seconds via color, typography, photo/illustration. On the small screen of a
phone, this has to happen quickly and the look & feel must also allow for
perceptions to be formed: is this a serious piece, a feature, an interview. Will
there be a lot of visual assets? In addition, visual design is there to confirm
brand familiarity: this is my newspaper or magazine that I know so well. The
optics tell me so.

Content strategy
It is all about The Story. Long before editors even knew the term user
experience, they were making content decisions—what to put on Page 1, as
opposed to Page 5. Today, the content manager carries the torch in terms of
content strategy. He has more duties and responsibilities that editor a century
or a decade ago. He must slice the melon for the potential of content to move
across platforms, social media, push notifications. But, alas, today’s content
manager has data available to get to know his users.



Note–
In order for us to create an efficient user experience, we must work in
teams. The newsrooms where I have seen this work to perfection are
those where cross-functional teams operate. I always say that the four
legs of the table are: content, design, technology and marketing.



The user experience plan begins with good sketches. Like
storyboards for storytelling. That first rough hand- drawn sketch
illustrates how navigation, text and visual assets will appear.



User experience and the small screen
When you design for the small screen, you have plenty of competition. It is not
just the content that needs to set your app apart. It is also the effectiveness of
the user experience. The same users reading the news on your app or website
already enjoy great user experiences elsewhere. You want users to say: I love
how easy it is to use. How do you accomplish that?

Edit, edit and edit again
The same quality that makes smartphones such constant companions for us -its
small size-is what poses the challenge for the designer. There is less space. I
know exactly what that is all about: when I moved from a huge 5-bedroom
house in Florida to a one-bedroom apartment in New York City, I had to work
hard at what I then called “the editing of my life”. It was challenging but good
-and therapeutic.

Maximize time utilization
Phone screens accommodate a lot less content. Less of everything, actually. In
addition, and this is another challenge: attention on mobile is often fragmented
(we call it the journalism of interruptions) and sessions on mobile devices are
short. Don’t forget that mobile devices are multi-purpose, so your user may be
reading your story, listening to music and tending to a phone call all at the
same time.



72
seconds
the average mobile session duration.

150
seconds
the average session on desktop.
(Nielsen Norman Group)



“Deep diving vs. snorkeling”
Rachel Hinman mentions this in her book, The Mobile Frontier (Rosenfeld,
2012). She writes: “PC experiences are scuba-like because they are designed
to be immersive... the large screen and static environment implicit during PC
use enables users to become immersed in the rich, graphical world of their
computer monitor. Mobile is... snorkeling because attention is divided...
mobileusers often need to access content while in an uncontrollable and
unpredictable environment.”



“People often use their smartphone in contexts that we stereotype as
purely for desktop or laptop computers, tablets, or TV. Although the
smartphone can be and is used out and about, people constantly look it at
their desk at work, on the couch, and while in bed. The smartphone is
really the only device that can be used in virtually every context a human
can be in.”

Reed Reibstein – Product Design Manager, The Philadelphia
Inquirer



Much less is best
This means that you are creating a product for the journalism of interruptions
and for consumption anytime anywhere. The mobile experience makes it often
difficult to get totally immersed. Therefore, go for even fewer features on the
phone than you would for a desktop site. Be an editor who edits. If you get
your reader in that first screen, then the thumb is up and the next screen soon
resurfaces.

The user as multitasker
Our audience may be smart and curious, but, when engaged in the mobile
experience they are also multitasking. Don’t we all? It is always amazing for
me to see people around me, whether in the midst of crowded Times Square
in New York, or in the subway or on an airplane, and notice how users
manipulate around their smartphones: engaging in conversations with those
around them, taking selfies, looking at the surroundings, and stopping to read
emails, all simultaneously.



Note–
Here are three tips for you to plan your user experience strategy in terms
of information architecture, visual design and content strategy. All
emphasize the less is best approach.



Information architecture
Go for a simple navigation space and I recommend not more than five items
. Your audience may be task-switching as they read that content you just
posted. It is quite easy to lose your place while navigating news and
information on your phone. The old printed table of contents is a useful tool to
regain a sense of space. The ultimate test of UX for a good mobile experience
is that you can get me from where I am to where I wish to be in seconds- or
less.

Visual design
The first screen will be key. A good headline and short summary and one
visual asset that seduces me to thumb up and keep reading. The attention is
always more partial than permanent. That is why I use the term seduction in
all my workshops. Seduce me with the headline. Seduce me with the visual.
Hook me! Make me thumbs up to continue reading your content.





Speak to those users
Gaining insights from actual people using your product is a critical
component of modern user-centered design. There are two main kinds of
user research:
—1. Generative user research: speaking to people to understand their
challenges broadly and help you start thinking about how to help them be
more successful.



Watch users in action
This involves unstructured interviews and activities such as creating
personas.
—2. Evaluative user research: watching people use a prototype of your
mobile site or app -or the real thing- to see what issues they face. It’s
great to observe a handful of people as they complete a specified series
of tasks.



I recommend you read these two interesting articles -on-line-

https://www.caktusgroup.com/blog/2018/01/22/types-ux-research/

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/why-you-only-need-to-test-with-5-users/

https://www.caktusgroup.com/blog/2018/01/22/types-ux-research/
https://www.nngroup.com/articles/why-you-only-need-to-test-with-5-users/


Content strategy
In terms of content strategy: Get me to read more than just the one story I have
come to read. Provide me a teaser to a related item, or to maybe one other
story today that might be of interest. A key navigator is that ONE next step
you wish me to take.





Enter the user experience expert
Jan Ove Kjøndal is Chief Commercial Officer at Agens of Norway , a
Scandinavian user experience agency. He is also a journalist and
musician. Here is my chat with Jan.



1. What is a good content experience?
A mobile content experience brings the reader closer to the story than on
any other medium. Why? Because of tactility. On mobile, your finger
does just as much reading as your eyes do. The very fabric of a story no
longer consists of mere text and images, but of haptics, of
microanimations, of transitions, of seamless video.



2. What do you see as a historical landmark for
user experience today?
When the “Our Choice” app by Al Gore was released for the iPad , it
represented a complete paradigm shift in digital content consumption.
Gone were all the static concepts borrowed from a print world. The
reader was not only reading the digital book –he or she was truly
experiencing the stories about climate change through vision, sounds and
tactility.



3. How did you see your role as collaborator
with the print designers?
With every project, the print designers are my first stop after receiving
my assignment. For one, if I think it will run in print, I want to make sure
they are aware of the project. Secondly, I want to see what ideas they
may have going already, including, in this case, illustrations. I also share
my thoughts and anything I’ve worked up at that point.



4. What made this piece so important?
Through proper packaging, the story becomes bigger than itself, it goes
from being two-dimensional into becoming a true experience. Humans
are tactile. Without the mouse pointer abstraction that creates distance
between the user and the content, a story can leave much more lasting
impact.



4. Why are more news companies NOT following
the example?
There are many reasons. Creating proper digital experiences demands a
world-class pool of engineering and development talent. Secondly, it is
costly. Thirdly, traditional media companies might still not be fully
aware of the impact a proper UX might have on reader immersion,
engagement and pleasure when interacting with a story.



5. Give us some tips? Prioritize the packaging.
Make the most out of the tactility.
Obsess over animations, transitions and haptics. Work on getting the
easing curves just right. Create a natural navigation pattern based on
established and simple conventions. In short, tune down the friction and
turn up the delight. Your users will thank you for it—and ultimately, so
will your CFO.



Don’t let the term user experience become a cliche
I know that, like the term “storytelling”, the two words “user experience” get
thrown around newsroom discussions often, and sometimes without much
meaning attached. Those two words should never become a tired cliche, since
they encapsulate the very essence of what we as journalists and designers are
here to accomplish: to provide an easy, enjoyable and rewarding experience
for our readers.



Good user experience equals one major
thought/visual per screen. on the smartphone. Users
know that if they thumb up they will find other content.
Make that your guiding principle.





MOBILE PHONES ACCOMPANY US FOR
EVERY REAL MOMENT OF OUR LIFE.
TODAY, THEY ARE GAINING EVER
INCREASING POWER (AND
INTELLIGENCE) TO TAKE US TO OTHER
REALITIES AS WELL.



W e don’t have to be genius computer scientists to manipulate our
real environments with digital objects. Overlaying information
on top of the physical world can open new possibilities of
exchanging information and consuming news. It is already

happening, even though, to me, it is still science fiction. The journey to visual
storytelling like we have never experienced is full of challenges, but also
opportunities.



Definitions of VR and AR
In this vignette we will discuss the potential of both Virtual and Augmented
Reality. It is key to understand the difference: Virtual Reality (VR) takes you
to places. Augmented Reality (AR) brings places to you!
In both cases, there is immersion, the story promises to “take me there”. I am
not just leaning back to read, I am putting on my shoes to take a leap to that
place where the story is happening, or to get closer to the subject of
discussion.

Technology in its infancy
Both technologies represent a new narrative form that we are just beginning to
understand. Their norms are still in infancy. Production tools and processes
are still immature. Yet, it is fascinating to explore their potential, as I did not
long ago when my local newspaper, The New York Times , invited me to put
those cardboard glasses on to experience my first VR story.

The story was...
It was an unforgettable moment in 2015 to experience that first VR story , the
documentary “The Displaced” (about three children displaced by war) and



the distribution of more than one million Google Cardboard headsets to all
subscribers.

The Daily 360
Now Times readers can have VR experiences via The Daily 360 , a series
that produces a 360-degree video from somewhere in the world every day.

The Times and AR
The Times has also extended its storytelling to Augmented Reality, taking
readers to places and, “creating a bridge between our physical and digital
worlds.” The camera, say Times editors, can “become a window into a world
enhanced with digital information —adding a piece of sculpture to your
bedroom or a car to your driveway. Neither actually there, but appearing to be
and believably so.”



Augmented Reality at The Times
How We’ll Bring the News Into Your Home

Augmented Reality:
Four of the Best Olympians, asYou’ve Never Seen Them







The next big thing?
The message is echoed everywhere, and, especially in high places where one
is more likely to believe what one hears, especially when it comes to the
answer to the question: What is the next big thing?
I hear it is AR, that Augmented Reality will be the newest form we will add
to mobile storytelling. It may be the culmination of the efforts we are carrying
out now to create stories that are specifically suitable for mobile
consumption.

The Apple way
Apple’s augmented-reality tools will open up new ways to illustrate stories:
“It’s not quite drag-and-drop for producers, but it’s super close to that when it
comes to the backend.”
Apple CEO, Tim Cook , seems quite excited about AR and has predicted that
before long, many people will “have AR experiences every day, almost like
eating three meals a day. It will become that much a part of you,” Cook
predicted at a tech conference last year.



Note–
Apple AR glasses?
Those guys who gave us everything Apple that we have incorporated into
our daily lives, may be working on the Apple AR glasses. Just imagine
what that would be for AR storytelling at our fingertips and ever closer
to our eyeballs. What can Apple contribute to storytelling?



The Apple way
AR can expand stories by bringing users face-to-face with objects they would
never see otherwise. Just imagine understanding objects in the news, such as
what we saw when The Washington Post showed us a mysterious dinosaur
skull before it is on exhibit at the Smithsonian’s National Museum of Natural
History . AR can also bring stories closer to us with 3D landscapes, models
of landmarks and historic structures, or even certain kinds of data
visualizations.



Note–
Who is doing AR & VR? Unfortunately, not many beyond The New York
Times, Quartz, The Washington Post, The Guardian and USA Today . It
is a slow trend in development, however. The reason for me to write
what you are reading is to push for more AR and VR. Publishers, put
those glasses on and check out its potential!





AR at The Washington Post
Jeremy Gilbert is Director of Strategic Initiatives at The Washington
Post . Here he explains how his newspaper is moving swiftly into
Augmented Reality storytelling—and how. Take a look at the examples.



1. What role is AR specifically playing in
WaPo’s mobile storytelling strategy?
“Since 2015 The Post has been continuously experimenting with
augmented reality storytelling. Each new phase of exploration has
brought more interactivity, more immersion and ever larger audiences.
AR storytelling lets The Post bring virtual elements into the physical
space around readers.”



2. What type of stories have you been doing
using AR?
“The Post has used AR storytelling to bring to life architectural reviews
of ground breaking buildings, to transport our audience to faraway places
and even to teach them how to carve a turkey. Some of the AR projects
relied on heavy interactive engagement from users, others just asked
users to marvel at richly detailed three dimensional photo models. These
were highly immersive, engaging experiences for our audience.”



3. What are the challenges in this area, both
journalistically and technically?
“The biggest challenge is determining which types of stories work best
in AR. As an industry we’re still experimenting with AR. Not all stories
have AR elements but it’s critical to be experimenting with new topics,
new elements and new models for interaction. We need to teach our
audience what to expect from, how to interact with and where to find our
AR stories.”



4. How did you decide to use AR for this specific
story about carving a turkey?
“The Post routinely tracks the kinds of search that lead its audience to
our stories. Each year in mid-November one of Google’s most popular
queries is “how do I carve a turkey” and that leads a lot of traffic to
stories about carving on The Post’s website. Teaching something like
how to carve a turkey is always easier shown than told, but a 3D model
lets our audience view a 3D photo of a real turkey from any angle.”



5. Who worked on this story? How is planning
an AR story different from others?
Like most experimental storytelling, the turkey carving AR story was
conceived and built by an ad hoc team from across The Post . We
involved photographers, videographers, the food team, the mobiles app
team, designers, graphic artists, multiplatform editors, the emerging
products team, the audio team, the audience team and the technical team.”



6. How did you make this into an AR story?
“The Post’s food team cooked a few different turkeys and we used
photogrammetry to capture the turkey in six stages—from cooking to
carving to styling—from all sides, make a digital mesh model of each
stage and then render each phase as a 3D photo object that can be rotated
and viewed from all angles. Then The Post’s video team helped with
animation. The food editors wrote stories and an audio script.”



7. What was the role of design?
“The design and emerging news products teams created the different
versions of the pages that hosted the story on the web, in native apps and
in Apple News . The audience team developed a distribution strategy.
Coordination and communication are critical in AR stories that involve
many and take time. The turkey carving was The Post’s most successful
AR project to date with more than a half a million visitors.”





Other AR stories from The Post’s AR
Elbphilharmonie
A new concert hall in Hamburg transforms the city

African American History Museum
The African American Museum a year later: Still the hottest ticket in
town







Future storytelling
With VR and AR, we simply will not just be content knowing about
something, perhaps we will want to experience it in its entire dimention(s).
We will not be passive observers, but active participants, manipulating
images, turning them on both sides and upside down. With AR and VR, we
bring the user closer to the story. The storyteller is not just designing for the
brain, the eye and the finger, but also putting wings on the user.



Both AR and VR are in their infancy. They show
great potential, however. Reporters who always begin
their stories contemplating the “lead” paragraph may
soon be pondering which sense to appeal to first.





IN WHAT IS DEFINITELY A MOBILE FIRST
WORLD, PRINT IS STILL VIABLE FOR
SOME, BUT NO LONGER THE
PROTAGONIST. YET, SOME DO PRINT
HAPPILY.



W ithout a doubt, an edition of a printed newspaper or magazine is
an extraordinary product. It has a beginning, a middle and an
end. In one seating, we are presented with a variety of choices.
The placement of headlines and images allows for hierarchy to

guide us in understanding content. The joy of flipping through the pages is one
we reserve for when we are ready to lean back.



No longer the protagonist
And, while some, like me, still seek that experience perhaps with a weekend
edition, such as the Sunday New York Times , a 13-section package that starts
arriving at my doorstep on Fridays, most don’t miss it much. I also already
face a new generation of students in my class who never sampled the joys of
leaning back to read while holding a newspaper in their hands. For them,
chasing stories is more entertaining and fulfilling than sitting down with a
print edition.

The weekend newspaper
The weekend edition of a printed newspaper will probably be what will
survive these turbulent and transitional times. People may want to lean back
with a product that will not interrupt their reading of that in-depth story with
push notifications, alerts and other modern derailments of concentration.

Take a look here at how a typical Sunday edition of The New York Times
looks on my sofa.





Note–
If there is one area where print can make a greater statement is that of
creating hierarchy for content via size and placement of headlines as we
will see in this example from The New York Times.



The power of print.
When one sees a powerful headline on the front page of a printed newspaper,
somehow, at least for people of my generation, the story carries more weight
and power.

Here is an example of that in The New York Times . I suspect that, because of
its content, this story, and this page, particularly, may be one that future
generations may see in their history books.





The familiar look & feel
The style of The New York Times, with all caps and the indented lines of the
headline, very special, quite unique and, in the case of this story, a little scary
too!

Of course, one question to ponder, and one where the print edition wins, is
how future generations will hold on to this page if they read the story only
digitally. Take a look at the front page of the Times .





Now take a look at the digital versions
Here are digital versions of the same story, not quite the same in terms of
impact. However, for a new generation of non-print readers this is just as
effective. In print, The Times places the story on the preferred right hand lead
position, in all caps. Without reading a word we veterans know that this is a
heavy story of great significance by just the presentation. Here, the size and
presentation of headline is less impactful.





Here is the mobile version
One thing that benefits the digital editions. As you can see, the web headline
carries a little more detail: “F.B.I. Opened Inquiry Into Whether Trump Was
Secretly Working on Behalf of Russia.”

Also notice that the photo used for the digital versions of the story is not used
on the front page of the newspaper, where another photo plays the lead role
for a different story: larger canvas, more varied display of content (another
plus for print).





Note–
Another example from The New York Times . Here we see the
collaboration among designers across platforms for this highly read
investigative report concerning the alleged intervention of the Russians
to subvert the US 2016 Presidential election.



One look across platforms
See how The Times provides us with textbook case study of how to treat
stories differently for various platforms. The print version of this
monumentally important reportage, as seen below, is just the right way to
present the story for print consumption: ample use of white space, large type,
summary headlines, good subtitles, and a graphic that spreads horizontally
across the landscape of the page.

The digital version
For digital, however, the story is refocused, and we see that there is a mobile-
driven presentation of the material, with the valuable addition of video clips
to enhance the narrative. Yet, one same look & feel prevails throughout: the
same illustration, the same typographic font, the same impact with the black
background.



Printed version



Desktop version



Mobile version



The making of
So, how did this special report about Russian alleged intervention in the
2016 US Presidential elections come to be? I have interviewed members
of the Times’ team who worked on the print version of the report:
Wayne Kamidoi, Fred Bierman and Andrew Sondern .



The project started with print
This special report had its creation at the printl level. In fact, it was the print
team that decided to go with an illustration instead of photos, and
commissioned the illustrator to do it. “ We knew that photos would be boring
for this--Kremlin images, Putin, etc. So we thought illustration from the start,”
Wayne Kamidoi said. It was later that the digital team, headed by visual
storyteller Andy Rossback , joined in, and the decision was made to use the
same illustration across platforms.

Black as the background
It was also decided from the start that there would be a black background both
for print and digital presentation. The editors also thought it would be a
simulataneous launch of the special report for both print and digital. That is
why it was important to create a look & feel that would carry across the
platforms. The text was written with the enough breaks to facilitate reading,
both for digital and print.





Enter the digital visual storyteller
Designer Andy Rossback worked closely with the print team to make
sure that there was visual continuity throughout as the special report was
presented across platforms. Here is a chat with Andy.



1. When did you join this special report?
This project came together pretty quickly, over the course of a week or
two. I was involved from very early, and a draft was produced soon
after. My role was to essentially art direct this long piece, as we knew
we’d have a lot of material: video, illustrations, photos, and charts.



2. How was decided what will be done by
print/digital?
Andrew Sondern was working on some illustrations for print and a
decision was made early to adapt these for digital, as a way to visually
hold the piece together. I spent a day going through the draft and looking
for visual opportunities, including making suggestions to the editors for
four video quotes to include.



3. How did you prioritize the work?
I wanted to treat these as pieces of visual evidence, so I designed them to
function visually as pull quotes and to be playable as videos. After that, I
worked with other graphics editors who were producing a detailed
timeline of the events. We wanted to link these pieces together tightly, so
we located a prominent place at the top of the piece to include a segment
of the timeline.



4. What was the role of photography?
I worked with Beth Flynn, a photo editor, to work in a few contextually
placed images in the thin spots. Then I started into the more heavy design
tasks of creating the design of the topper, subhead styles, and pull quote
styles.



5. How did you see your role as collaborator
with the print designers?
With every project, the print designers are my first stop after receiving
my assignment. For one, if I think it will run in print, I want to make sure
they are aware of the project. Secondly, I want to see what ideas they
may have going already, including, in this case, illustrations. I also share
my thoughts and anything I’ve worked up at that point.



Digital first
It was a different dynamics between digital/print for another story that
The New York Times carried with extensive reporting: Trump Engaged
in Suspect Tax Schemes as He Reaped Riches From His Father.



The challenge of translating digital to print
The print designers report that the challenge here was to translate many
videos that served as graphic explainers in the digital version to print.

The solution?
Sidebars were used in print as part of this 8-page special investigative report.
Following we show you how this report appeared on Page One of the print
version, as well as for digital.





Text conversions
When a narrative is written in a linear style for mobile consumption,
with the text leading to the images, it is a challenge for print
designers/editors to convert that text so that it flows well in the print
version, something that the New York Times’ editors have learned to
accept as a reality of creating content across platforms.



Thinking ahead: will print adopt some of the narrative styles of digital?
How far can a print designer go in incorporating narratives that are
conceptualized for mobile to the printed page? Right now, not too far.
However, I can see how we will see some successful adaptations of the the
digital narrative for print. Creative print designers are already involved in
some of that thinking. Take for example The New York Times’ “Tap” digital
projects.



“Tap” in print
Tap is a New York Times digital feature that requires that the user does
that “tap” into the bottom corner of the screen, then things happen. So,
how is this to translate to print? Designer Andrew Sondern explains that
it is possible:



“Here the challenge always is to adapt what sometimes is spontaneous
video and audio and make it work in print. Usually there is a reporter at
the scene, who introduces himself, etc. It is strange to do these segments
in print. But we do!”

Andrew Sondern – The New York Times



Looking at “taps”
“Taps” is perhaps the most touch friendly of all mobile stories. Simply
tap and a new image appears, with short text describing it.



Desktop version



Another “tap”
Here is a perfect example of a story that was created for digital
consumption.

Next see the print version on following pages



Mobile version



Printed version



When digital inspires print
It is happening more frequently now: when good digital ideas migrate to the
print edition of a newspaper. We have seen it, for example with the new Pages
2-3 of The New York Times , which are inspired by the successful digital
briefings of the newspaper.

Take a look at how the new Pages 2-3 are a sort of mini newspaper to
provide readers with an overall view of the news and content of the day.





Watching migrates to print
Another New York Times feature that had its start in digital—Watching —now
appears in the printed pages of the newspaper. Watching allows users on
digital editions to click on a specific topic and check what is available to
watch on TV. The print edition does not allow for clicking, of course, but even
the same logo and color treatments have transferred to print.



Clickables provide a walkthrough of audiences’ choices



BuzzFeed: the print souvenir
The popular site BuzzFeed also tested its colorful content with a one-off
printed edition that was distributed in New York City’s Times Square.

I am sure that this became a souvenir for some, and we wonder if BuzzFeed
will repeat it in the future.

Take a look at the colors, and the tone of the headlines on that print cover.





Some things print can definitely do better —or in a grander scale
than mobile. Take a look at these pages from The Washington Post
celebrating a hockey championship. This is doing print happily!











The multi-platform designer
Here is a chat with Greg Manifold , Design Director, The Washington
Post , about how storytelling at his newspaper is planned in a
multiplatform mode.



1. What makes WaPo such a great place for
visual storytelling across platforms?
“The Post is a pretty special place when it comes to designing across
platforms. We assign stories to designers with the expectation that they
will design the story for digital, social and print. For some of our digital
stories, we have a lower barrier to entry template that our designers can
use, but more and more, they are coding custom projects using a range of
coding skills.”



2. To what do you attribute the success of your
work at WaPo ?
“Early in my tenure as Design Director (2013-present), executive editor
Marty Baron challenged me to get the department to a 50/50 division
between digital and print –at the time we were skewed heavily to print–
what started with a small group of designers has spread to everyone on
the team of 28. The credit really belongs to the designers for working
tirelessly to push their skills forward in digital.”



3. What kind of training did your designers
have?
“A key secret to our success is the way our designers support one
another. A walk through our department on any day of the week will see
designers sitting together working through a project, helping teach one
another. It’s an amazing department to be a part of. A lot of these
designers started off primarily as print designers, including some of our
strongest digital designers.”



4. How do you incorporate print into these
major design projects with such success?
“We have a lot of examples of projects that have strong connections
between print and digital. We often start these projects in digital and then
ultimately for the newspaper. As we’ve gotten better and better at this
juggling act, we start to anticipate how to plan for all of the platforms
throughout all of the stages of the project.”



Note–
I follow what The Washington Post does on a daily basis, and here are
some of the stories where one can see how well the design team marries
content with the various platforms. I asked Design Director Greg
Manifold for some insight into each of these examples.





TOO MANY MEN
Here we see how The Washington Post adopts cinematographic ideas
for its digital storytelling.
It is a smart way of blending the spirit of the content with the visual
art direction.



How they did it:
“Illustrations tie the piece together across platforms. We added animations to
the digital package in collaboration with our motion graphics team. We also
built an AppleNews ‘bespoke version’ for this piece, which is included
above. It requires being coded in different format (JSON) —often by the same
designer.”





Printed version



Printed version



Desktop version





Mobile version



AN AFFAIR. THE MOB. A MURDER.
The Washington Post storytelling is planned in a multiplatform mode.



How they did it:
“Think there are some great unifying traits in this presentation. Most notably,
the typography used for the headlines and subheads. Digital design by
Madison Walls , print design by Brian Gross and Madison .”



Printed version



Printed version



Desktop version



Mobile version



1968
Here The Washington Post turns to a photo documentary style for its
storytelling, effective both for print and digital treatments.



How they did it:
“One of our most successful packages of 2018 was the work around the
anniversary of 1968. We did two print sections and three cornerstone digital
pieces. The commissioned Lance Wyman illustration is a personal favorite
for me.”



Printed version



Printed version



Desktop version



Desktop version



ALTERNATIVE STORYTELLING ISSUE
This is a treasure of the best of storytelling from The Washington Post
that is rich with innovation, with adaptation of stories for mobile
ranging from poetry to games. Must see.



Printed version



Desktop version



Desktop version



“Print is a meal prepared to a set deadline, emerging from ovens at a
magic moment. Digital is a constantly changing 24-hour buffet. Make
print assemble its menu from that buffet and, inevitably, there’s a
weakening of focus. Not fatal perhaps, but not offering something -even
better-.”

Prest Preston – The Guardian



Print is not going to disappear. It will continue to
exist, especially in those places where it is nurtured for
what it can do best. Those who do print happily will
always keep the pages turning!





USING WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT
CONTENT PERFORMANCE AND USER
BEHAVIOR TO GUIDE HOW STORIES
FLOW AND FOR WHOM.



A lgorithms and their use by journalists are adding a new dimension
to how content is selected, how it flows, and, more importantly,
who it reaches and when. Never before have journalists have such
specific tools available. Several newspapers already take

advantage of algorithms and the presentation of content on mobile devices can
be particularly improved and focused via algorithms and the data they
provide.



Algorithms and journalism
At their most basic definition, algorithms respond to the simple equation that
says: If this, then this. We have seen how Facebook , Google , Twitter and
Snapchat , among others, use algorithms to identify such user patters of
behavior as most recent activity, discover and mentions but also a “while you
were away” feature. Smart newspaper editors are taking these features and
enhancing them to create more effective content selection that is also more
personalized.





Aftenposten and algorithms: the background
Aftenposten is the leading daily newspaper of Norway. Their work on
algorithms began in 2015 with a clear vision: to create front page algorithms
that are not only based on signals from users, but that reflects Aftenposten’s
journalistic mission and profile. The new front page has been scaled up in the
last years and is now served to all users, on all platforms. This is
groundbreaking innovation for a newspaper that has been around since 1860.



Algorithms are his editor’s copilots
One such editor is Espen Egil Hansen , CEO/Editor-in-chief of
Norway’s Aftenposten , one of the most innovative newspapers in the
globe. Here is a chat with Hansen.



1. What was your expectation when you started
thinking of algorithms for Aftenposten ?
“We wanted to make sure that we based our algorithms on those
journalistic traditions that are such a part of who we are. For our
readers, the most important question about content is: what is the most
important news that has happened that I need to know about? With our
data and algorithms, we are able to cover this need in a much better and
smarter way than before.”



2. So, your algorithms provide a service for the
readers, right?
“Exactly, this is all about creating a better service for our readers. You
do it when you combine our data with our journalistic and product-
knowledge: We can serve our users the most important or relevant
stories since they last visited us, stories about topics they do not
normally read. We want to close the gap between what poeple know and
what they would like to know —and we want to challenge them.”



3. What, then, makes the Aftenposten algorithms
different?
“Most content algorithms are created with one goal: to optimize user’s
engagement. Ours combines that with our editorial judgement and
signals. We want to use algorithms and technology to create a better
news experience and in the end; better societies.”



4. How do you do that?
“Each Aftenposten story has some important data attached to it,
particularly a newsvalue and a lifetime-value. A big scoop might get a
newsvalue “5”, while a traffic jam gets “1”. Similarly, a story about how
Trump won the election might get lifetime-value “Long”, while the traffic
jam gets “Short”. The way Trump won won’t change that much, but the
traffic jam is hopefully going to be an evolving story.”



5. Who controls the algorithms?
“The most important signals taken into account by the algorithm is set by
the newsroom. Our product team works with the editors and journalists
to determine how it should weigh different signals. As the Editor-in-
Chief I have to be able to communicate our editorial goals and
implement control mechanisms. I like to say that the algorithm is the new
editor, and she who controls it is the new Editor-in-Chief.”



6. How do you see newsrooms evolving with the
use of algorithms?
“We will see more editors engaging with practical ways to use
algorithms. The most important thing is that algorithms will change
design, giving it a new dimension. It will be a bigger leap than from
paper to digital. Algorithms will affect design as well as editorial
leadership.”



12%
improved reading of the Aftenposten mobile home page after three months of
launching their algorithm program.
(Aftenposten, Norway)



Relevance–
Espen Egil Hansen attributes this 12% improvement in the reading of
the mobile home page to the recreating of relevance. “We have only
started to discover where this can go. This is what recreates
relevance.”



For more–
Eirik Winsnes is Aftenposten’s Development Editor. He works closely
with Espen Egil Hansen and has been greatly involved in the
newspaper’s use of algorithms. Here are 3 takeaways from our chat
with Eirik.



“The possibilities are endless”
“Perhaps the most important thing about our new data-driven product and
algorithms is what it enables us to do in the long run: We can now develop
our products and the way we distribute stories much, much faster than
before. By combining our insights about user needs, our data and our
editorial judgement, the possibilities are almost endless.”

“Better news destinations”
“From the beginning, we wanted to use algorithms differently than the big
platforms. We want to use this technology not only to optimize engagement
and profits, but to create a better and even more important news
destination. We also think this is the best strategy for us in the long term.”

“Support of human judgement”
“We use data and machine learning not as a substitution for human
judgement, but to support human judgment and free up time that can be
used on harder questions and problems that machines can not solve.”



Note–
The following images show the process that the Aftenposten team
followed in creating its algorithms to help them identify content
priorities for specific readers.



“What do we aspire to be? What do we want to achieve in Aftenposten and
why are we here?”

Here are Frode and Anna -two examples of typical Aftenposten users-. They
will stay with us for the rest of our presentation



During a normal week Frode visits us only 2 times, Anna 20. Frode sees
between 15 headlines and reads only one article. Anna sees 300 headlines
and reads 15 articles.

It is obviously a big challenge to create a product that can cover both
Frode and Anna’s needs.

During one week, Aftenposten publishes important and enjoyable stories
every single day.

Anna , the news junkie, visits us many times each day on different devices.
Frode however, visits us on Monday, then he goes away until showing up
again on Sunday.

Why is this a problem?

In “the old world” Anna would be exposed to the same stories over and
again. She will not get anything new. Frode on the other side will miss all
our great stories published between Tuesday and Saturday. When he comes
back to us, he would only get a random glimpse of what we can offer him.



This presents a frequency challenge: How do we show new stories to the
users that visits us all the time, and how do we show the best and most
relevant content to the users that visits us more rarely.









Here’s how Aftenposten differs from Facebook and other platforms.

We are also creating a more relevant front page by using signals for our
users on what type of content they read and like. This is conceptually close
to what the big platforms do, and it works. Personalization can be a good
thing.

However, we believe we need to do something the giants from Silicon Valley
cannot do as well as we can—and that is turning our editorial judgement
and ethics into data that we can use in the algorithms.





When a reporter in Aftenposten writes a story, he or she always adds two
very important data points.

First, news value.

This says something about how important the story is. In addition, he adds
value to the lifetime issue. This indicates how long the story will be
relevant. These are the two most important signals we use when creating
our front page.



“The change from paper to algorithmically produced content will be
big.”

Esper Egil Hansen – CEO/Editor-in-Chief, Aftenposten (Norway)



When well used algorithms become the essential tool
in the newsroom to craft content performance and to
gain insights into the users’ behavior, on user at a time.
Data was never more useful. A tool in its infancy.







HERE IS A CURATED COLLECTION OF 25
STATEMENTS FROM MY PREVIOUS
BOOKS–THE EVERGREEN CONCEPTS OF
DESIGN THAT ARE WORTH REVISITING.



A fter more than four decades as a visual journalist I, too, have my
rituals to guide my own work (get a good briefing of what the goal
of the project is), my routines (I get inspired by anything visual
surrounding me), respect for the past (no matter how new the

product you are creating is, if there is legacy of a brand involved, visit it,
shake hands with it). Then there are those essential principles of design that
never get old. Follow me here!



#1
The (New) Adviser: Learning the Craft

–1974, 1978–
(Columbia Scholastic Press Association, Columbia University)





It’s editing that separates a good newspaper from a mediocre one... the
basic editing skills –the know how to evaluate a piece of copy–still rest with
the individual reporter or editor.



#2
Contemporary Newspaper Design
(1981, first edition, Prentice-Hall)





Design alone is not an instant cure for many of the problems that have
caused decreasing newspaper circulations in the 1970s. Too many
newsrooms prefer to function in a vacuum, providing what they think is
news...



#3
Contemporary Newspaper Design

(1987, second edition, Prentice-Hall)





Excellence in newspaper typography and design is the integration of words
with visual elements, such as type, photography, color, illustrations,
informational graphics and white space...



#4
Contemporary Newspaper Design

(1987, second edition, Prentice-Hall)





There can be no good design without the benefit of good content and
through editing. Any discussion of newspaper design today emphasizes the
happy marriage that should exist between words and visual images. Graphic
journalists place a high premium on the importance of content, knowing that it
is content that becomes the ultimate test of legibility.



#5
Eyes on the News

(Poynter Institute for Media Studies, 1991 – with co-author Dr. Pegie
Stark)





The object of good publication design is to first attract the readers and
then guide them through the information. Too many newspapers abandon
readers by turning them loose to wander through the fields and forests of the
unfamiliar. No wonder so many readers are perplexed and eventually lost.



#6
Eyes on the News

(Poynter Institute for Media Studies, 1991 – with co-author Dr. Pegie
Stark)





Color seems not to work independently, but synergistically, meaning
that a skilled editor can use color to enhance or intensify the readers’s
journey across the page. But size, position on the page, page architecture, and
content of photo or story are just as important.



#7
Contemporary Newspaper Design

(1987, second edition, Prentice-Hall)





Creativity is expressed through simple touches, some involve
typography, others photography or illustration. It is creativity that gives a
newspaper a distinctive look—a trademark to set it apart from others. This is
particularly important in an era in which newspapers, especially in the
United States, have begun to have a sameness in appearance.



#8
Professional Video Graphic Design

(Prentice Hall, 1986 – with co-author Ben Blank)





Graphic impact can be obtained by using different design tools as long as one
element dominates in order to create a single graphic impression. If the
designer strives to achieve a look of simplicity, his work will be based on
the interrelationship of elements, with visual ideas flowing, but without
exaggerated decoration and ornamentation.



#9
Professional Video Graphic Design

(Prentice Hall, 1986 – with co-author Ben Blank)





All graphic thinking usually begins with some type of visualization -putting
basic ideas on paper. “Show me, don’t tell me,” a design professor often
reminds his students who insist on discussing their graphic ideas. Even the
most tentative sketch will lead to more concrete ideas than would a
conversation about a design.



#10
Redesigning Print for the Web

(Hayden Books, 1997)





It is no longer sufficient to throw text on a page or screen without considering
the information’s graphic potential.



#11
Redesigning Print for the Web

(Hayden Books, 1997)





With the computer screen, architectural applications must take into account
that dramatically smaller canvas on which the designer paints and the
user canvases the information. Still, it is important to have a center of visual
impact that creates the hierarchy for movement on the screen.



#12
Redesigning Print for the Web

(Hayden Books, 1997)





Establish a good balance between text and visuals. Remember that although
the balance in a news section may be 20% visuals and 80% text, the
equation is more likely to be almost 40% visuals with 60% text on a
feature/magazine web site.



#13
Redesigning Print for the Web

(Hayden Books, 1997)





Let your imagination prevail: the cover of a favorite CD, the wrapper
of that chocolate bar you crave at mid afternoon, the texture of the wallpaper
on the lead house of Architectural Digest—all those images can inspire you
as you dress up the screen, because that is what you do with feature sites:
lots of dressing, accessorizing, and experimenting.



#14
Contemporary Newspaper Design
(Prentice-Hall, third edition, 1993)





What do we mean by WED – writing, editing, design? For one thing,
design is not decoration tacked onto the end of the writing and editing. Nor is
writing necessarily the first step. Good editing means good planning, and that
means design considerations have to come into play early in the process.



#15
Contemporary Newspaper Design
(Prentice-Hall, third edition, 1993)





...text does not have to look laborious to potential readers. Writers faced
with impossibly long copy must first ask themselves if the content warrants
such length. If the answers is yes, then the next step is to break the story
into segments, incorporating several points of entry, an approach that pleases
the eye while making the selection process easier for the reader.



#16
Contemporary Newspaper Design
(Prentice-Hall, third edition, 1993)





Each culture must evolve its own conventions and imaginative solutions
to design problems.



#17
Newspaper Colour Design

(IFRA, 1988)





Like yellow, red is a color better used by itself. However, it is also a color
that is more compatible with other colors than yellow.



#18
Newspaper Colour Design

(IFRA, 1988)





Color can be an integral part in the design of news pages, especially the front
page... Particular care must be given, however, to ensure that the meaning and
impact of the news is not overpowered by gimmicky colorization that may
tend to detract rather than attract.



#19
Contemporary Newspaper Design
(Prentice-Hall, third edition, 1993)





Impatient scanners need a presentation that allows them to move through
the newspaper at their own (usually fast) pace.



#20
Newspaper Colour Design

(IFRA, 1988)





White is a color too. It is a color with silent power, especially useful
when designed to play in the background of more colorful packages... Let’s
hear it for the luminous and clear quality of those white backgrounds.



#21
Pure Design

(Miller Media, 2002)





Pure design is all about paving the way for readers to move through a
publication or website almost effortlessly, while enjoying the
experience.



#22
Pure Design

(Miller Media, 2002)





My idea of pure design is inspired by minimalism. And, although this
movement found its truest manifestations in sculpture -composed of modular
units, aluminum and steel cubes, and so on- one can relate to how artists of
this group created, for example, horizontal sculptures made of identical units.
The overall impression, however, is what contributed to “telling the
story”.



#23
Pure Design

(Miller Media, 2002)





Chaos has a negative connotation. But, like a pinch of pepper in the soup,
chaos, in small doses and carefully controlled, adds energy and zest to a
publication... For example, add a dash of light where the reader least expects
it, or mix serifs and sans serifs... avoid perfectly rectangular architecture.



#24
Pure Design

(Miller Media, 2002)





It is no wonder that good designers begin strategizing by thinking about
typographic elements for the page.



#25
Newspaper Evolutions

(The Poynter Institute for Media Studies, 1996)





The visual journalist puts the D in the WED (Writing-Editing-Design)
process. There is no WED without design, just as there is no real WED
without the roles of writing and editing preceding it.
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